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1nv1TE:S 
AN AUTUMN PROSE-POEM 
"Just Cf alks -On Common Themes" 
In the Le· ·iston Evening Journal 
By ARTHUR G. STAPLES 
Tis my notion, that if any person is sick of drab towns and wants 
inspiration; or if any artist wants his faith reneweci; or if any 
doubter wants to get religion; or any person is weary of life he 
better come up here in October and look around a bit. 
I am saying that Maine in October has something to offer 
that you cannot buy anywhere else-and here it is free. An 
October day by the sea is something beyond words-a day when the waves 
are still and the sunlight mingles in all the colors of the ocean and the shore. 
But the inland is better. Here is no sense of the season passing-but 
a sense of storing-up, of drinking-in; of harvest; of color. If you see a 
yellow pumpkin by the door, it looks as though it belonged there and 
nowhere else. If you see mountains, they are purple and mystical and fixed 
forever. If you see rolling hills, they are like a doth of gold. If you see a 
roadside vista, it is like the entrance to a boudoir in the days of Aladdin. 
Our domain in Maine is like a woman in fine raiment. Solomon sang to 
her "thy lips are scarlet". The wind that comes this October day is from 
the "chambers of the south". The smoke from the town rises sleepily across 
intervales. Sounds of distant voices; of laborers in the fields, gathering the 
rowen, come from unseen places. One hears the water of the brooks run 
lazily under the bridge. 
We are dressed {our State of Maine) for farewells to summer-all in 
our finest, with sumptuous colors. All our garden flowers are all crimsons 
and reds. Our sunsets are gold and tyrian dyes. We sweep our brush over 
everything, that brush being of the spectrum, sunset colors. Nothing else- 
where vies with it; because here we have the foliage; the height of land, the 
patience of autumn; the actinic powers of the sun; the modulations of upland 
and lowland with broad intervales. 
Why! An elm; in an intervale; surrounded by golden and ruby hills 
is a poem, and an elm and an oak, side by side are an epic. Put a brook 
near by and we have a Ninth symphony. And you poor hurried people all 
go away from Maine before any of this happens. Talk of Japan in Cherry 
time. Consider Maine in harvest-time when Autumn is aflame! 
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You're just a rugged, homespun State 
Perched on the Nation's edge: 
A stretch of woods, of fields and lakes, 
Of ocean-pounded ledge. 
But rugged deeds and rugged men 
You've nurtured for your own; 
Much good the world has harvested 
From broadcast seeds you've sown. 
And so we love you, rugged State, 
We love your smiling skies; 
'Ne love you for your deep-piled snow, 
Your jagged coast we prize. 
We love you for the lofty seat 
You've reared 'neath Heaven's dome. 
But best of all, we love you, Maine, 
Because you're Maine-and Home! 
LESTER MELCHER HART 
Copyright 
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MAINE INVITES YOU 
AINE invites you to enjoy the glories 
of her forests, the beauty of her thou- 
sands of lakes and hills, the music of 
her brooks, the clamor of her streams, 
the sweep of her great rivers, and the 
majesty of her rock-bound coast and 
sea-girt islands. 
Nowhere is scenery more varied and 
charming. Nowhere is summer more genial. Nowhere 
dwells a more hospitable people. 
Maine extends a cordial invitation and assures you a 
friendly welcome whether you come for a week, for the 
summer or as a year around resident. Come by train, 
by boat, by motor, by air-but come. 
You'll find Maine a state of great natural resources 
for the development of industry, a state with great areas 
of land of high fertility yielding potatoes, apples, peas 
and corn that set the world's standards, a state which 
after the roll of three centuries is still a land of promise 
and progress. 
For Every Month of the Year 
Maine is a wonderful resort for every month of the 
year. In summer it has no equal, and its advantages, 
its health-giving climate and its general accessibility 
are recognized everywhere. The spring months have been 
important ones always, for Maine is classed among 
the greatest fishing resorts of the country. Its lakes and 
rivers teem with salmon, trout and bass, as well as a 
score of other well known, but lesser regarded, as game 
fish. In the fall it is the mecca of the brush and shore 
bird and the big game hunter-sportsman who would go 
into the big woods, for Maine abounds in practically 
every wild animal known to this latitude. And now 
Maine is fast gaining recognition as a great winter 
resort. It has been found that a Maine winter is filled 
with possibilities for recreation and health. It is ideal 
for snow-shoeing, skiing, sleighing, tobogganning, skat- 
ing and for all the other invigorating cold weather 
sports which are becoming popular. 
Acadia National Park 
Acadia National Park, the first national park east 
of the Mississippi river, is on Mount Desert Island. 
It has an area of about thirty square miles and contains 
a group of granite mountains which out-crop from the 
Atlantic Ocean. This national park was created by 
Congress in 1919 to preserve, for the nation, land in 
its natural state untouched by the inroads of modern 
civilization, and was named the Lafayette National Park. 
Since that time the name has been changed by the 
Public Lands Committee of the House of Representa- 
tives to Acadia National Park, as General Lafayette 
was not in any way identified with Mount Desert. 
Sieur de Monts received permission from the French 
King to colonize a section that was called Acadia. 
Visitors who may regard the section as the Acadia made 
memorable by Longfellow's beautiful poem of Evange- 
line, whose Acadia centered around the Nova Scotian 
village of Grand Pre, should not be confused, as Mount 
Desert was a part of the western section of the old 
French province of Acadia. 
A new mountain automobile road in Acadia National 
Park, completed in 1934, extends to a height of about 
1525 feet on the tip top of Cadillac Mountain. The eye 
perceives a wonderful panoramic view of fresh water 
lakes, the Atlantic Ocean fjords and 
islands. The growth of the park is 
unusual in that its expansion has 
been without governmental expense, 
due to gifts from public spirited 
people having their summer homes 
on Mount Desert Island. 
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Around other mountains on the 
island of Mount Desert wind miles 
of automobile roads and bridle paths 
constructed for public use through 
the generosity of John D. Rocke- 
feller, Jr. 
There are 200 miles of trails and 
foot paths reaching every mountain summit and travers- 
ing every valley. There are also some 30 miles of bridle 
pad- . 
Maine is Mountainous 
Comparatively few people outside of Maine realize 
that the State is very mountainous in character and 
that its scenery, because of this fact, rivals in grandeur 
and picturesqueness any to be found elsewhere in the 
United States, barring possibly a few notable exceptions 
like Colorado. Its highest mountain peak is Katahdin, 
located slight! y north and east of Moosehead Lake, and 
5,285 feet in height. There are numerous other moun- 
tains in this immediate vicinity. Through the Rangeley 
region are many high mountains, including Bigelow, 
Snow and Saddleback. Other widely known elevations 
abound in many sections as one third of the State is 
mountainous. 
The Boundless Surging Sea 
The surging ocean has beaten for centuries against 
Maine's coast line till the whole shore is ragged out 
like a fringe. Ridges of bare rock jut far out into the 
sea, ending in reefs and rocky islands, rough hewn by 
the hand of nature from the rocky ribs of Maine. 
Between these promontories, the neighboring ocean 
thrusts its waters, pushing its way with ceaseless motion 
farther and still farther inland, until the powerful tides 
have woven passages for the sea th ... ough the outer 
fringe of headlands and pressing onward have left their 
fragments behind in the form of countless islands and 
white sand beaches which dot the coast in every direction. 
The Atlantic Seaboard 
For scenic and vacation purposes the Coast of Maine 
lends itself to four divisions, each with its own charac- · 
teristics. 
Kittery to Portland 
The territory Kittery to Cape Elizabeth includes York 
Harbor and Beach, Bald Head Cliffs, Ogunquit, Wells, 
the Kennebunks, Beach and Port, the Arundels, Biddeford 
Pool, Ferry Beach, Bay View, Old Orchard, Pine Point, 
Prouts Neck, Higgins Beach, Scarboro Beach, Crescent 
Beach, Cape Elizabeth and on to Portland. A series of 
wonderful surf bathing beaches so shelving that when 
the tide is out, there is exposed a wide stretch of white 
sea sand almost level, drawing the rays of the sun and 
becoming thorough! y warmed. As the incoming tidal 
waters flow over this sand the water is heated to a tem- 
perature ideal for sea bathing. Interspersed with rocky 
headlands the tidal surge is just sufficient to make excel- 
lent surf bathing and surf-board riding. 
Cape Elizabeth to Penobscot Bay 
That territory extending east from Portland to Rock- 
land and Penobscot Bay includes the territory of Casco 
Bay with its hundred and more islands, Sebasco, the 
Boothbay Harbor Region including Southport and 
Newagen, Christmas Cove, Monhegan Island, Muscongus 
Bay, Damariscotta and Newcastle, Pemaquid and St. 
George's Bay. Its diversified scenery of ledge bordered 
shore, with a growth of spruce and fir stretching inland 
and sandy beaches tucked in between the outcropping 
ledges, is specially attractive to artists and writers, many 
of whom have their summer homes 
here to which they return each suc- 
ceeding season. It is ideal for family 
cottage life. 
Its hotels and boarding houses, 
while offering every comfort, are not 
I 
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ORK BEACH invites you to make this delightful resort on the 
Maine Coast your vacation home this summer-to live excit- 
ing, thrilling days in this land of adventure and rorne nce , or, 
if you prefer, the quiet seclusion of sunny nooks in rocky, 
wave dashed headlands-to breathe the cool, invigorating 
ocean air-to bathe in the foamy surf and bask on shining 
sands-to spend healthful, happy days among a congenial 
people and return sun-tanned and rejuvenated from the 
"best vacation ever." 
Rich with three centuries of his+orice] background, York 
Beach and its fascinating hinterland and superb coastal 
scenery is Maine's most unique and picturesque resort. 
The right kind of people "summer" here. You'll enjoy the 
comradery that fun-loving folks find in this hospitable resort. 
The townspeople of York Beach have catered for half a 
century to a clientele that appreciates wholesome surround- 
ings, clean sports, and freedom to enjoy, in their own way, 
the abounding vacation opportunities of this celebrated 
resort. 
The Old York Jail Museum is a treasure house of English 
ideas and ideals of life and government in our Colonial 
period in the early days of American history and the con- 
noisseur of antiques can romance and dream over the relics 
of a local civilization 300 years old. Collectors of souvenirs 
of Colonial days will revel in the antique shops of quaint- 
ness and charm with which this town abounds. 
Let Us Help You Plan Your Vacation 
The York Beach Chamber of Commerce welcomes an op- 
portunity to be of service and will gladly answer all letters 
and inquiries, arrange for accommodations, etc. Copies of 
a printed and illustrated folder mailed on request. Address 
Secretory, York Beach Chamber of Commerce, York Beach, 
Moine. 
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over pretentious and are therefore filled 
with people of modest means, those who 
wish to get away from the atmosphere of 
active social requirements and be where 
they may sail, swim, hike, go fishing, run 
a motor boat, dance or just loaf, read and rest and enjoy 
themselves in their own way. 
There is social diversion in plenty, if desired, as there 
are Casinos, dance halls, bowling alleys, etc., for dancing 
and other indoor summer activities, but it is the kind 
that is relieved of tiresome formality. 
Penobscot Bay to Frenchman's Bay 
The coastal estuaries from Rockland, Camden and 
Penobscot Bay to Frenchman's Bay, Bar Harbor and 
Mount Desert Island grow more rugged) backed by ma- 
jestic mountains and with a lessening number of beaches 
between rocky headlands. It is much sought after by 
artists looking for rugged effects in marine studies and 
by those who enjoy watching the surf break into spray 
and listen to the boom of the ever restless sea. 
P The HASTINGS-LYMAN 'I~ 
YORK BEACH, MAINE 
Ideal Seaside Vacation Home 
60 sleeping rooms, each with unobstructed view. Absolutely 
safe bathing for women and children. Broad verandas afford 
unparalleled ocean view. 
Efficient, hospitable service through years of conscientious 
effort. 
Se iliriq, boating, canoeing, surf bathing, deep sea fishing, 
hiking, motoring, tennis, golf. 
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN 1 . Write E. A. Kennedy Proprietor 
THE WORTHEN and COTT AGES YORK BEACH, MAINE 
On the Ocean Front 
Pl ca aa.n t ly located. Amer I can plan. Excellent meals. 
Moderate ra tes. Garage. MRS. GRACE W. HASSAN 
HARMON HALL and COITAGES 
YORK HARBOR, MAINE 
A summer home of true quality, with hotel service of the highest 
type. Dtrecrly on harbor, rtver and ocean. Elevator. Telephones 
and bn t hs in nil snttos. Plenty or sen food. Fine bathing, tlshing 
and golf. Cottages tor housekeeping or in connection with hotel. 
Ratr-s rensonuble. Booklet. 1\IBS. W. J. SIMPSON 
In and around Camden and on the island of Mount 
Desert is a combination of ocean, lake and mountain 
scenery unequalled and seldom found on this continent .. 
It abounds in summer estates of people of wealth and 
social prominence, national and international. Its hotels 
are visited by people of means with accompanying social 
activities. 
Frenchman's Bay to Quoddy 
East of Frenchman's Bay the coastal line stretches 
away to Grand Manan and Campobello including the 
Sullivans, Sorrento, Petit Manan, Great Wass and Roque 
Islands, Machias Bay, Eastport and Lubec, the St. Croix 
River and Passamaquoddy Bay. This section of the 
Maine coast is not so well developed in a summer resort 
way, but with splendid possibilities and offering many 
opportunities for a combination of seashore and country 
life at modest priced boarding places and inexpensive 
housekeeping cottages and camps that may be rented. 
It has a nationally known art colony and summer art 
school at Eastport. 
YOUNG'S HOTEL YORK BEACH, MAINE 
Unrivalled Location. Directly on ocean front. 
Unexcelled view of surf and beach. Homelike otmosphere. 
Hot and Cold Running Water in rooms throughout hotel. 
Bathing, Fishing, Tennis and 
Two Golf Gour ses nearby 
Excellent Food Attractive Rates 
Booklet Ownership Management J. F. YOUNG 
DA VIS' CAMP SITE York Beach, Maine, R. IA 
100 ft. from Bathing Beach, 25 Cabins with Electric Lights, running 
water and screened porches, 7 rooms, equipped same as Cabins. 
Hot and cold showers. 5 Tents, floored and electric lighted. Tenting 
space, grounds lighted all night. Store and Restaurant. Restrooms 
modern. State inspected, and approved. RICHARD l\I. DAVIS, 1\lgr. 
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Where Summer Breezes Blow 
The traveler who enters Maine 
through its southern-most point, 
crosses the Piscataqua River into 
the old town of Kittery, opposite 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Set- 
iled in 1622, incorporated in 1651, 
it was the first town to receive 
a charter from Massac: usetts Bay Colony. Here was built 
the Ranger, first ship to fly the Stars and Stripes, com- 
manded by John Paul Jones and manned by men from 
along the Piscataqua shores. 
At Kittery Point stands the mansion of Sir William 
Pepperell, who led the New England troops in 1747 
in the siege of Louisburg. 
The Kittery Navy Yard, an extensive modern govern- 
ment plant, is well worth a visit. Among the famous 
ships built here and equipped was the Kearsarge, de- 
signed for the express purpose of seeking out the Ala- 
bama, and launched in ninety days from the laying of 
its keel. 
The eastbound traveler first enters York Village, with 
its colonial church, court house and museum, built in 
1653 for a jail. From the village green April 21, 1775, 
marched the first troops to leave the District of Maine, 
in response to news from Lexington. York Village is 
the business center of the town, but has many summer 
residences. 
The Yorks 
A mile below York Village is York Harbor, one of the 
high class summer resorts of New England. This is es- 
sentially a village of substantial and beautiful summer 
homes which are largely owned by their occupants, with 
a proper proportion of attractive rented cottages, first- 
class hotels and boarding-houses all constituting one of 
the distinctive and wealthy summer colonies of New Eng- 
land. At this point York River empties into the sea, and 
forms a convenient and safe port of entry for yachts, large 
and small, with coastwise ocean views; yet in a few 
minutes' time, by canoe up river or by motor drives, one 
may be among the quiet woods and fields of the country. 
At the Harbor the Short Sands beach, protected by two 
high headlands, affords ideal sea bathing. York Country 
Club, located a mile up river, is an old established and 
one of the most attractive eighteen-hole courses in New 
England-well bunkered and every variety of hazard. 
Ten tennis courts are maintained. 
Along the shore, following the state highway east, an-I 
distant four miles is York Beach, another large summer 
resort, combining hotel and cottage life. Upon the rocky 
headlands, or bluffs, one of them tipped by "The Nub- 
ble" and its lighthouse, the unbroken Atlantic beats 
ceaselessly. Between York Harbor and York Beach 
stretching for a distance of nearly two miles is Long 
Beach, one of the broadest, smoothest and firmest 
stretches of sand, delightful for both bathing and driv- 
ing and lined with attractive cottages and hotels. 
Surf, Sun and Sand Bathing 
A little beyond York Beach toward Ogunquit are York 
Cliffs and Bald Head Cliff, in all five or more miles 
of high rocky shore, typical of the Maine coast, and 
of interesting geological formation. Hotels and many 
fine summer homes mark the commanding view points, 
both ocean and inland, along the shore. 
Ogunquit, meaning, in the Natick Indian tongue, "A 
Beautiful Place by the Sea," distinguished by the paint- 
ings of world-famous artists, is a spot unexcelled for 
scenic loveliness. 
Bordering Ogunquit beach, sand dunes of picturesque 
character, with sea grasses pushing their blades up 
through the surface, constantly shift from one forma- 
tion to another. A two mile long tide water river 
parallels the beach extending northward for three miles. 
So many artists make their summer homes in Ogunquit 
(Oontinued on Page 39) 
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Among the oldest and most substantial of New England's Country club has an eighteen-hole and a nine-hole course 
Resorts. Charmingly situated on high land, bordering ocean, which ranks among the best in the country. An attractive 
bathing beach, a good harbor and a beautiful eight mile men's club is superbly located overlooking bathing beach. 
river. Public Library; Episcopal, Catholic, Methodist and Congre- 
During all the years its attractiveness has not been marred gational Churches. 
by any objectionable element having gained a foothold. Cottages fully equipped for housekeeping. Excellent 
All land and water sports. hotel accommodations. 
For Book:Jet apply to Secretary of York Harbor Village Corporation 
66 miles from Boston 
44 miles to Portland 
On United States 
Highway No. IA 
The MARSHALL HOUSE 
YORK HARBOR, MAINE 
Large Summer Resort Hotel of Brick, Cement, Fireproof 
Construction. Safety appliances, appointments and service 
equal to the best Metropolitan Hotels. Equipped with 
automatic sprinklers in every room and closet. Surrounded 
by extensive private grounds, encircled by ocean and river. 
800 feet of broad cement verandas. Superb view of sea 
and landscapes from the Roof Garden. 
Sea bathing, canoeing, boating, golf privileges at York Country 
Club which has an 18 hole and a 9 hole course, 12 tennis courts 
Concerts by Symphony Philharmonic, also special dance 
orchestra 
The EMERSON and Cottages 
YORK HARBOR, MAINE 
Open June 15th to late September 
Equipped with Automatic Fire Sprinklers. Steam heated 
throughout. Elevator. Orchestra. 
Near bathing beach, ocean and river 
Golf privileges at York Country Club which has an 18 hole 
and a 9 hole course. 12 Tennis Courts. 
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Airplone view of Cliff House and Cottages Insert, View of the Cliff and Pulpit Rock 
- Sea, Sun and Sand Bathing - 
COLONIAL INN 
June 1 to October 
Comfortable, popular, homelike service at moderate rates. 
Sea food and fresh vegutab lcs in abundance. 
OGUNQUIT 
Center of Summer Acth:ltlN1 
Su mme r Piny 11011 e 
Special Season Hates 
Booklet THOMAS WEST, Manager 
Oaunquit Beach and River from Colonial Inn 
Boating, Bathing, Fishing, Golt, Horseback Riding, Tennis, 
Artists' Colony, Rocky Shores, Sand Beaches. 
A Place of Beauty 
90 Acre Estate 
I 00 ft. Elevation 
No Hay Fever 
Pure Water from Artesian Well 
Medicinal Properties 
Hot Water Heat Throughout 
Quiet, yet near all sports such as 
GOLF TENNIS FISHING 
and BATHING 
Free Bus Service to Ogunquit 
Beach each morning 
Cottages with Hotel Service 
Caters to a select clientele 
Open May 29 to Oct. 
Regular and Shore Dinners daily 
Booklet 
C. E. WEARE, Proprietor 
CLIFF HOUSE 
AND COTT AGES 
Bald Head Cliff 
Ogunquit, Maine 
HOTEL ONTIO 
OGUNQUIT, MAINE 
Entirely rebuilt ond refurnished 
Knight and Merrill, Props. 
AND 
COTIAGES 
THE ONTIO which was built in 1899 and has been aerv- 
ini:' the summer people since that time, was destroyed 
by fire on Sept. 30, 1984. Now rebutlt has 53 guest 
rooms, 30 baths, running water in .all rooms, steam 
heat in the living rooms, large scenic windows over- 
looking Ogunquit Beach and the Atlantic Coastline. 
Automatic Sprinkler Fire Protection. Rates $5 to $10 
per day American Plan, $28 to $49 per week. \Vrite 
for booklet and floor plan. 
In writing to advert.lsers, please mention ".:.'luino I1nite., You" 
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Walnut Grove 
House 
OGUNQUIT 
One of the most popular hotels. 
Situated neer Perkins Cove ond 
the Art Center. 
1t is noted for its excellent 
table, home cooking, fresh 
vegetables. Accommodates 70 
u s t s . Ra tes r asonable. 
'hristian clien tel e. 
Mrs. A. T. Perkins, 
Proprletre111a 
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THE LOOKOUT HOTEL 
OPEN MID JUNE-LATE SEPTEMBER OGUNQUIT, MAINE 
Modern appointments combine every 
comfort; home life atmosphere; selected 
patron list. Steam heat on main floor. 
Accommodates 250 guests. Rates Amer- 
ican Plan $5 day and up. Automatic 
Fire Sprinkler Protection. 
Concert and dance music. Bridge instruc- 
tor, golf, riding club, tennis, boating, 
bathing, fishing. New Ogunquit Play- 
house with Broadway Plays and Stars. 
Gentile clientele. Send for folder. 
From October I to June I address 
Harry L Merrill Biddeford, Maine 
"At the J:ial.t Wat«"'1 
and 
Cottages Sparhawk Hall 
Ogunquit, Maine 
Ideally situated, overlooking the broad Atlantic. 
Automatic Sprin kier System 
Surf Bathing - Golf - Tennis - Saddle Horses 
Deep Sea Fishing- Music 
Ogunquit Playhouse-Direction Walter Hartwig 
36th season, June 29 to early September 
Mary Jacobs Kennedy, Proprietreaa 
Thomas H. Murphy, Marlaa'er Write for New Booklet 
The RIVERSIDE HOTEL and COTTAGES 
OGUNQUIT, MAINE 
Here on the shores of Perkins Cove (the principal 
attraction for artists) stands The Riverside. It is a 
High-Class Hotel, quiet, homelike, modern, and 
reasonable in price. We cater to a select patron- 
age. Our table is unsurpassed. Write for booklet. 
Family ownership and management for fifty years. 
Write to A. L. STAPLES, Owner 
HILLCREST INN and COTT AGES 
OGUNQUIT, ME. 
Overlooking Perkins 
Cove. Quiet and home- 
like. Library of two 
thousand volumes. Near 
golf links and beaches. 
Rates $22-$38. 
HENRY W. WEARE, 
Prop. 
{lffte ~spin~uid 
Ogunquit 6y tJu:Sea 
c7!raine 
Famed !or home comforts and ex- 
cellent table. Sea Food in attrac- 
tive variety. Two minutes to three mile stretch o! white sand 
beach. 18 hole golf course, boating, tennis, canoelng, saddle horaes. 
The best tuna fishing on the Maine Coast. Ratea conetsteat with 
the times. Booklet. 
Ownership Management L. E. HALL Mu. L. E. Ill.LL 
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The NARRAGANSETT By the Sea 
Your Vacation Will Be Happier Here! 
only 100 feet from one of the most beautiful beaches on the Maine coast. A crescent of clean, white sand, gently sloping 
and absolutely safe for bathing, no undertow. Congenial people. Vacations here are vital, thrilling, joyous! 18-hole golf 
course nearby. 'l'ennis. Send for new illustrated Folder. K b k h 
Modest rates. Excellent clientele. Elevator. Sprinklers. enne un Beac ' Maine 
George J. Wentworth, Proprietor 
The WENTWORTH 
Kennebunk Beach, l\le. 
Modern Rooms with or without 
bath. Noted table. Spacious 
grounds running to water's 
edge. 
Excellent 18 hole Golf 
Course bordering grounds. 
Clay Tennis Court con- 
structed in 1931. 
Bathing, boating, canoeing, 
deep sea flshing', 
Rates $4.00 to $5.00 
Booklet and. Floor Plan 
Warren K. Wentworth 
Uuru rNhip l!f11wr11m('nt 
OCEAN VIEW HOUSE 
OGUNQUIT, MAINE 
A comfortable homelike place. Home cooked food. An ideal spot 
!or rest and recreation. 
Moderate rates Booklet on request 
CHAPMAN HOUSE 
OGUNQUIT BY THE SEA 
A charming house famed !or its home cooking. Ideally located 
near pine woods, ocean, bathing, fishing, riding. 
Ownership l\Ianagement, Frank Chapman 
Booklet Write srns. R. W. CHAPMAN 
THE 
WEBHANNET 
INN 
I 00 yards from the Beach and 
18 Hole Golf Course 
A homelike, comfortable and moderate priced Inn, 
planned for people who are in search of a real 
vacation. For booklet or other information write 
EDWARD R. CLARKE Kennebunk Beach, Maine 
-- IN APPRECIATION -- 
We are indebted to the following artists so far as 
we have record for photographs used in this publica- 
tion: 
Warren Boyer, R. F. Maxcy, Armstrong Roberts, V. E. 
Lynch, J. George Birkett, W. M. Kretschmer, John A. Mar- 
shall, H. F. Rlcbardson, Labbie Studio, Lindsey Photo 
Service, Sam E. Connor, V. R. Curry. 
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HAS OVER 
Ont Hunnnen 
GOLF COURSES 
J.he l3evrch 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS BOX 1000 KENNEBUNKPOKI MAINE, 
f. Ki/!'1'"''~~!/;:,¥;!.? -~~"~. '~Y.P?,{,;llHF~ "'~• ~~ ~' fai'~)l 
: KENNEBUNKPORT MAINE~ 
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30 
1-E)ld GJort Inn f Kennebunk ort, Maine 
-,//, - -- 
thoroughly 
modern hotel 
having a priva e 
bath with every 
suite and with al- 
most every room. 
Saiiitw Fishina Surf Bathing Canoeing Tennis 
2 EIGHTEEN-HOLE GOLF COURSES 
Ocean and 
woods oiei · 
Unexcell d 
Dancing 
cuisin 
Fireproof Garage Specie: Accommodations for Chauffeurs 
Sea.son-Middle of June to Midd! of ptemb r 
Descriptive Booklet and Rates on request JOSEPH E. DUFFIELD 
C(9HE 
){ONANTUM • 
Kennebunkport 
Maine 
• 
One of the most popul r hotels 
of t~is e elusive resort 
Every Recreational Feature 
Te'ephones 
Eleva or 
Steam Heat 
Booklet 
FELIX BRIDGER, Owner end Mgr. 
r ddr Th 
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THE SEASIDE HOUSE 
For more than fifty veers under the management of the same 
family. A reputation for a good table and a congenial 
spirit has been established and maintained +hrouqhou+ this 
period. 
One mile from Kennebunkport village, surrounded by the 
sea and river and woods and fields. Bathing beach safe for 
children. Boating, deep-sea fishing, canoeing. 90 miles 
from Boston and 28 miles from Portland. $19 and $23 per 
week. 
Mrs. Helen Twombley, Prop. Kennebunkport, Maine 
THE ARLINGTON Kennebunkport, Maine 
Overlooking the Ocean, Beach and Rocky Coast 
In the center of the summer colony 
Rat es $1 to $6 daily American Plan 
Telephones Booklet JAMES B. YATES, Proprietor 
THE GREEN HERON 
A modorn te priced Inn. Sm,.11, homelike, comfortable, clean and the 
best of food. Free garage for guests. Near bathing beach, boa tiug, 
fishing and golf. .Also small furn ishod apartmcnts to rent by the 
week, month or season. For rates apply to 
)!rs. 'ffarren Littlefield Rennebunkport, l\Iaine 
THE LAFAYETTE HOTEL] 
In Public Fnror Since 1909 Old Orchard Beach, llfaine 
Ocean Front Golf Sudd le Horses Tennis 
Stearn I'Ion tod Rooms with Bath Die tury Laws Observed 
Accommodo tes 250 Dancing 
IlrrltH'Nl Rati:s During Juno SAUL GOODiiO,VSl{Y, l\lgr. 
[o ean Park Hotel By Maine Pines at C Old Orchard Beach Golt, Tennis, Resort Amusements, Salt Water Fishing, Sun 
and Surf Bathing. Good food and beds. Low rates, American 
and European Plans. Write for rere rences, illustrated folder. 
F. H. TIIL'USTON OCEAN PARK, l\IAINE 
ZiUaine 
~invit-es-1/0 
BREAKWATER COURT 
KENNEBUNKPORT, MAINE 
Is located on a high point of land, overlooking the ocean, 
river, beaches and rocky coast. 
The hotel accommodates two hundred guests and is most 
spaciously planned. It is 320 miles north of New York City 
by motor, or one night's trip by train. It is 85 miles north 
of Boston, Mass. and 28 miles south of Portland, Maine. 
Concerts-dancing-golf-tennis-bathing-boating- 
motoring and everything to make your summer most pleasant. 
Booklet and information will be gladly furnished. 
R. Thompson Norton, Manager 
Langsford House 
CAPE PORPOISE, MAINE 
MARSHALL A. RYDER, Proprietor 
A FAMILY HOTEL 
IN AN OLD FASHIONED SETTING OF SEASHORE 
AND COUNTRY. RATES $15 TO $20 WEEKLY. 
AMERICAN PLAN 
33 
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Sun and Surf Bathing at Old Orchard Beach 
OLD OR 
WORLD'S FINEST BEACH 
Where the waters are bluer and the white, clean sands are firmer than anywhere else along the Atlantic seaboard. 
The wide shelving beach draws the rays of the sun when the tide is out, warming the inflowing waters to a temperature 
that makes ideal surf bathing. Physicians widely prescribe sun bathing at Old Orchard Beach for patients of all ages. 
There are diversified recreational attractions that appeal to all; dancing, bowling, motion pictures, ocean amusement 
pier, shuffle board and horseshoe courts, superb 18 hole golf course and country club, motor boating, sailing, tennis, 
riding, flying, a salt water swimming pool, motor drives through a beautiful country and on fine roads, walks among 
cuuq(OftOqes 
Directly on the Waterfront 
Hotel with personality, charm and homelike atmosphere. 
.America.n Plan. $~.00 day and up. Write for special Season 
or Family Rates. Excellent Food and Service, running 
water or private baths, telephone In all rooms. Spacious 
lawns and piazzas with delightful ocean vistas. 
Dancing, Golf, Deep Sea Fishing, Motoring 
Be a ~un 'Vorahlpper where bathln&" la paramount 
On the ftne•t beach In the world, 
Write TODAY for Illustrated Booklet 
OLD ORCHARD BEACH IS THE LARGEST I~ 
THE 
OLD ORCHARD BEACH, MAINE 
ABBOTT 
"On the Sea Wall" 
Delightfully and quietly located 
within five minutes' walk 
f all activities 
Accommodates 75 
Booklet 
Mrs. M. A. Mair, Proprietor 
HOTEL VESPER 
OLD ORCHARD BEACH, MAINE 
Directly on the Ocean Front 
E cellent nothing T o Golf Cour ea Tennl 
Modern equipment 
ond sprinkler system 
throughout. Bro d 
screened po r c h e s 
ond sun parlor. 
For Uookl t and 
Rate 
'Vrlte 
R. J. Dumalae, 
lnnnger 
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-ARD BEACH 
THE PLAYGROUND OF TWO NATIONS 
the famous health giving pines of Maine, or just relaxing rn an invigorating atmosphere cooled by ocean breezes. 
An unequalled health resort. 
Over one hundred and fifty high class modern hotels, tourist homes, overnight camps and camping ground facilities 
are here to serve your every need at pric s within the range of all. 
Make your plans now to visit with us this Summer at Old Orchard Beach. 
For complete information, hotel rates, travel routes, etc., address: 
Old Orchard Beach Publicity Bureau, Old Orchard Beach, Maine 
. ~RNATIONAL RESORT IN THE UNITED STATES 
The BRUNSWICK HOTEL 
OLD ORCHARD BEACH, MAINE 
OPEN JUNE 7 TO EPTEJIBER 9 
LOCATED DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN FRONT 
A thoroughly modern hotel catering to a discriminating 
dientele, accommodating 150 guests, offerin~ distinctive 
cuisine and excellent service. Rooms with private bath or 
running water. Private bathing lockers, hotel garage. 
UNPARALLELED BATHING BEACH OCEAN PIER DANCING 
GOLF TENNIS RIDING FLYING DEEP SEA FISHING 
Rates $5.00 per day, $28.00 per week and up 
Family and monthly rates on application 
S1Jecial Low llate. to July 10 
\Vrite today for descriptive literature 
JOHN I<~. HUTCHINSON, Proprietor 
"(Jo Awa11 From Ilome to Be At Home" at 
THE SEA SIDE HOUSE 
OLD ORCHARD 
BEACH 
Parties for Afternoon 
Tea or Bridge 
• wedi h KnfTt'e tugn, 
utso Chicken, 'teak and 
Shor Dlnner . 
Open the year around. 
t e w steambeated 
rooms, Public Tennis 
Courts. 
For flpccial Parties or 
Rates Appl11 to 
Pho11c• :l17 . lrs. ,J. lV. Andt-r on, Prop. Old Orchard Beswh, l\le. _ 
BATCHELDER HOTEL 
OLD ORCHARD BEACH, MAINE 
Telephone and running water In every room 
Accommodate 100 American Plan 
"A. Star Will Guide rou" 
New Linwood Hotel Old Orchard Beach On the Bea Wall 
Accommodate 125 Deep sea flshinc- Beautiful drive. 
A comfortable home-like hotel; quiet, but near an spor ta. 
Real NPw England meals. American plan. Golf. 
Rates $18.00 to $28.00 Special rates for June 
HAIGH & HAIGH, Proprietors 
In writinc- to advertlllfln, plea e mention "Maine Invites You" 
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that it is referred to as "The Artists' 
Colony." Exhibitions are held at 
the art center and in individual 
studios throughout the summer of the 
work of artists who enjoy a national 
reputation. Ogunquit offers to the 
summer tourist one of nature's beauty spots where he 
may meet America's best people. Bathing, sailing, fish- 
ing, motoring, golf and tennis are the principal pa times 
in this summer resort of many hotels, some of which have 
few superiors in palatial grandeur. 
Offshore is the center of that new northern salt water 
sport, trolling with heavy rods and reels for giant tunas 
running from two hundred to fifteen hundred pounds of 
swift and hard fighting game fish. Many sportsmen 
authorities regard the tuna as the fastest fish that swims 
in any " aters. 
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Kennebunk Beach 
are the summer homes of writers and artists of interna- 
tional fame, household words, like Booth Tarkington, 
Margaret Deland, Abbott Graves and Kenneth Roberts. 
Among other facilities for enjoyment, is a golf course 
of 18 holes laid out with expert planning. The bathing 
beach is a lively place, and popular for children with 
their pails and shovels. Sailing is a favorite sport, and 
there is good fishing, both "Deep-sea" and off the rocks. 
Nearby is the Kennebunk River, a place of delight to 
canoeists. River sports, held annually, partake of the 
nature of a carnival. 
What Booth Tarkington Says 
The following ha been contributed by Booth Tark- 
ington: 
"Kennebunkport grows more famous year by year 
as more noveli t write of it and more painters paint it. 
Anciently Arundel. a 'little Yankee fi hinz village,' it 
long ago became a ship-buildinp town where deep-sea 
magnate lived and fast clipper ships were built. After 
that came the hotel and ummer colony on 'the Point': 
for the place has more to offer than its picturesqueness. 
Even two-score years ago physicians said to worn-out 
and run-down patients, 'Go and get icell in the healthiest 
place in the country, Kennebunkport, Maine. Breathe 
that air deeply, sleep as such breathing makes you sleep, 
eat sea-food, go fishing, sailing, canoeing and surf- 
bathing. You'll come home a new man!' 
"The doctors were right and are still right today. 
Vacation at Kennebunkport of course means good fun, 
golf, tennis, dancing, sailing, fi-hing, surf-bathing 
antiquing and romantic views of sea and coast; but, 
what's more important, it means good health and rested 
nerves. 
"Kennebunkport has not only the sea and the great 
crescent of white beach and brown rocks, it has a lovely 
river that winds inland between wooded banks, and, near 
the harbor mouth, gives the canoeist or sailor of light 
craft, glimp es of uch exquisite gardens as Margaret 
Deland's and that of the painter, Abbott Graves. 
"For visitors who like good cooking we quote from 
Kenneth Robert's 'Arundel' a tribute to an item of 
this neighborhood's diet: 'The small salt water perches 
which we call cunners we take at any season, or when- 
soever one desires the sweete t chowder that can be 
made from any fish. I have eaten the yellow stew that 
the Frenchmen in Quebec call boullabaze, or some uch 
name, and brag about until their tongue go dry; and 
I ay with due thought and eriou nes that, compared 
with one of our cunner chowders, a boullabaze is fit 
only to place in a hill of green corn to fertilize it.' 
"And from another writer re ident here, a brief picture 
of the village: 'Away from the tumbled coa: t and the 
rocky woodland of pine and j uni- 
per, is the vil laze itself. There arc 
the little street of clean, white, 
srrcen-shuttercd houses as old a the 
great win -glas elm_ that drip 
shadows down upon th roofs ; 
th re is th white ·hurch with 
(r:Q11t i11ue<l 
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THE ANGORA GOAT 
whose long silky fleece is 
woven into many beau- 
tiful Mohair fabrics. 
VELMO MOHAIR UPHOLSTERIES 
• 
GOODALL MOHAIR DRAPERIES 
• 
SEAMLOC BROADLOOM CARPET 
• 
LEATHERWOVE COATED FABRIC 
• 
GOODAr L WORSTED SUITINGS 
• 
PALM BEACH SUITINGS 
VIS IT 
T H E 
SHOWROOM 
0 F THE 
Goodall-Sanford Mills 
at Sanford, Maine 
Did you know that the largest Mohair mills in the world 
are nestled in the hills at Sanford? Here, for 75 years, the 
finest Aeece known to man, Mohair, has been woven into 
textiles for clothing, for home decoration, for transportation 
upholstery, and for many other uses. Our showrooms are always 
open to tourists, with an interesting collection of the newest 
weaves off the looms. Stop in, as you drive through. It is one 
of the "sights" of a Maine vacation. 
The 
Palin 
Place to Buy Your 
Beach Suits-- 
SANFORD, MAINE 
Home of the Palm Beach Industry 
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Iltosr Fun FOR 
LEflST money 
FOR THE WHOLE: FAmlLV 
{lay View Douse BA~AY~\w· 
On finest seven-mile bathing beach in the world 
Water Sports 
Two Golf Courses 
$50 a week up 
double 
$30 a week up 
single 
American Plan 
Booklet 
Sidney A. Staples, Prop. LJ? miles from Old Orchard) 
CASCADE LODGE AND CABINS 
Saco, Maine Route No. I 
Phone: Biddeford 8079, Scarboro 149 
Chicken, Steak and Shore Dinners 
$1.00 and $1.50 per person 
Special Menu 75c 
2 miles from Old Orchard Beach 
ROCKHILL INN 
Shore Road-Cape Elizabeth-Opp. Fort Williams 
In the woodland non r rhe s<'a-a place of quiet charm. Wide 
verandas, delightful views, open fires. Delicious food, attractively 
served. Golf. May W(' send a lJooklet? 
Mrs. Harry Altenburg Cape Cottage (P. O.) Maine 
The MARSHVIEW Percy M. Scamman, 
Prop. 
Shore, Steak nd Chicken Dinners 
Lobster Dishes a Specialty 
A la C'ar te Service Open Year Round 
Located 9 miles west of Portland Route 1, Atlantic Highway 
Phone Scarboro 144 \Vest Scarboro, Maine 
THE MOUL TON HOUSE 
I<;. ('. JL\ltLOW, Proprietor 
J)llNSTAN'S C'ORNI~R, WEST SCARBORO, J\IAINE 
On the state highway and buses 
8hore, Chicken and Steak Dinners Broiled Live Lobsters 
Private Pnrtics and Banquets Private Dining Rooms 
Ro om s w i t.h hot n,nd cold water· $1.00 and p.50 per person 
NEAltEST GARAGIG TO IIOTEI,S & SHOPPING DISTRICT 
IIOlinLY PAIUUNG 5 CIJ:NTS PER IIOUR 
THE LIBBY GARAGE 
37-39 FORJJ;ST Av1rnuE PORTLAND, MAINE 
Parking Washing Lubrication Service 
______ Rto_!:.a.fre____!ly_J>ny, Wer-lc or Mont::.:h::,_ ~=·.1 
Large, spacious grounds of 25 acres with groves of pine and fir 
bordering the Atlantic Ocean. Superb bathing beach of fine, clean 
sand, gently sloping. Safe for children. Excellent cuisine. Tennis. 
Shuffle board. Golf close by. 
A place of rest and quiet; but near enough to Portland and 
resorts to be reached by a short ride. 
I deal vacation spot. Write for folder. 
J. R. IiNIGHT, Ovvn c r- und JUanager 
ATLANTIC HOUSE 
and COTTAGES 
SCARBOROUGH BEACH, MAINE 
PROUTS NECK, MAINE 
If you like the ocean, pure air and sunshine. If you like to 
golf, play tennis or motor on perfect roads. If you want 
seclusion, rest and relaxation, yet desire to be close to 
the heart of Maine-the city of Portland-with its shops 
and theaters. 
Write today for rates and full information 
PLAN NOW AT LITTLE COST 
FOR A GLORIOUS SUMMER HERE AT 
THE WILLOWS 
BEDROOM FURNITURE for 
Homes, Hotels and Camps 
Thomas P. Beals 
F1•rniture Company 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
Manufacturers of 
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columned portico and Christopher ~~~- 
....... ~~~ Wren steeple, and for the landward 
borders, there are the stone-walled 
pastures that early summer powders 
cheerily with buttercups a n d 
daisies.' " 
BOOTH TARKINGTON. 
Along Shore 
Cape Porpoise, close at hand, is a bold, rugged place 
where the ocean provides the chief charm. Here are 
hotels famous for tempting dinners of lobster and other 
sea-foods. Goose Rocks and Fortunes Rocks are points 
of interest which ramblers delight to visit for their 
scenic attractions. Biddeford Pool has a substantial 
cottage and hotel development. Well known authors and 
artists have their summer homes at the Pool. 
Eight miles inland from the Pool are the thriving 
manufacturing and residential cities of Biddeford and 
Saco connected by bridges across the Saco River. 
Biddeford is a point of divergence to the inland town 
of Sanford, the largest town in the State and the place 
where the Palm Beach Cloth is made. The Goodall Mills 
also probably made the fabric with which your automo- 
bile is upholstered as they are the largest producers in 
this country. A visit to this pretty, prosperous town and 
its woolen mills is always of interest. 
Famed Old Orchard Beach and its Environs 
The splendid sweep of firm, white sands that com- 
prises Old Orchard's wonderful beach is famed the 
world over. It has been the take-off of several trans- 
atlantic airplane flights. It stretches for miles eastward 
to Pine Point and westward to Bay View, and at low tide 
its broad expanse, curving along the crescent shore, offers 
one of the most princely playgrounds over which the 
blue sky bends. Add to this an exhilarating surf, the 
security which encompasses the bathers at their daily 
sport, and the cool sea breeze that nearly always blows, 
and it is not hard to understand the popularity of this 
old-established Maine resort. Ocean Park, Ferry Beach 
and Camp Ellis are all descriptive names and are reached 
47 
from Old Orchard Beach. Bay View is a splendid white 
sand beach at the southern end of that wonderful bathing 
area stretching from Scarboro and Pine Point to the 
Saco River, the fine t bathing area on the Atlantic sea- 
board. Bay View is over two miles from the congested 
area of Old Orchard yet easily accessible to varied 
amusements when desired. 
The Scarboros 
Pine Point, Scarboro, Scarboro Beach and Higgii. 
Beach are just north of Old Orchard, and not far along 
is Prout's Neck, with many cottages and good hotels. 
Because this neck of land stretches out into the ocean, it 
always has a cool sea breeze. A country club provides 
for golf, tennis and social affairs. There is an ideal 
bathing beach, with pleasant water, and entire freedom 
from undertow. 
Portland 
Portland (Maine's largest city), the birthplace of the 
great American poet, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, 
rich in history as well as in natural beauty of environ- 
ment, and located at the head of Casco Bay with its 
charmingly diversified shores and picturesque islands, 
is a gateway to the summer lands of Maine--to shore, 
mountains, lakes and woods. As a vacation point itself 
Portland offers the visitor the advantages of metropolitan 
hotels, stores and theatres only a few steps from the 
shore of a most delightful arm of the sea. 
The Eastern and Western Promenades, at either end 
of the city, command marvelous views. The eastern view 
is of Casco Bay with its mainland shores stretching 
from Cape Elizabeth at Portland Head Light to the 
peninsula of Harpswell, the e two points of a crescent 
twenty miles apart, enclosing an island-dotted ocean area 
of 200 square miles. The view of Portland Harbor and 
Casco Bay from Fort Allen Park 
on the Eastern Promenade, is con- 
sidered one of the most impressive 
in the world. To the we t is a 
beautiful land view with back- 
ground of the White Mountain 65 
miles in the distance, and with a 
(Continued on Page 56) 
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Portland's 
The ottroctiveness of our recently redecoroted 
Dining Rooms end Lounge; delicious Seo 
Food end Unusuol Dishes; end the cordial 
atmosphere of the new Crystol Room me ke 
a delightful home where friend meets friend 
en route and from which mony beoutiful 
woter and motor trips may be enjoyed. 
Rates-Europeon Pion 
Sing e, from $2.50 Double, from $3.50 
J. C. MAI ER, Monager. 
Leading Hotel 
.Jus: around the corner from the Moine Publicity Bureau, and 
but e few minutes' walk from the business, shopping e nd 
theatre district, yet out of the noise of the city and "Cool 
as an Oceon Breeze." 
THE PILGRIM 
30 West Street Near Western Promenade 
THE MILES STANDISH 
On Shepley Street 
.Vem-- • 'hopping and. Th atre Dlstrkt 
[ 
I• IRST CI,ARS FIUEl'UOOI~ J 
AP l 'DIE"T HOTEL.' 
POUTLA, .n, ":\IAL E 
l ·2-:1 room upur tuu-n ts COlllI)ICtl'IY furntshed wl th 
k!tclwnette 1111<1 bu th 
Ren unu hle tluily a nd we ·kly ru te bu l'tl on 
11cc•o111mQ(l11t!on de ired 
. _..,._ .... ~" . - . .. ~ 
'•"" .' -; ~ 
.;::;.,~'...- • \ "')~~~ ;fl;. 
. . ,., ·i.., :.t .'· . ,. ......~."\~ ... 
.. .'>er: .... 
Smooth Water and Shore Dinner Trips 
GU RNET 9 :45 A. M. 
ORR'S ISLAND 10:00 A. M. 
BUSTINS AND BIRCH ISLAND 10:30 A. M. 
CASCO BAY LINES 
i 7r f Il 7f Thorou hly mod rn. Private .e 1.!JOtl!l .e nm 21tttt bath.. Bathing beach, June l t to Oct. 1 t. 
F'ree Golf nt Riverside (18) Golt course for our gu t 
Am rtcan plan, 4.00 up European 1.50 up. p -clal rates lJy 
the w · k. Overlooking Ca. co Bay. Phone 2-4 36. 
Gentil pntronnge 
H. II. PEA 'E, Prop. 130 Eastern Prom nnde Portland, Me. 
THE GRA YMORE 
With its hf'autiful new lounge i.· handy to th atr anrt tore , with 
n mple pnrking snnce adjoining. Rooms , 1.50 up (day rate ) . We 
~rrnl~ig t;~0~ ~1:1igk"°ar~feri~1.ore dinner to large or mall pnr tle . 
21 Preble treet Toudsta Solicited Portland, l\lni.ne 
FALMOUTH HOTEL- 
2110 r110111 • hath • gr i ll room, cnrorertn. II1 ·' qunrter !nine 
.\ . .\. A. Hotnry ('Juli. r.nrni: . 2 mlnut :from Monum nt . 11u re. 
PORTI,.\~ 'D, . [AL 'E 
IUCllARD I. PJ,TER . ~ ·, . ll:'r • 
n old ~ollege town of 
I I. E 
food, reasonable rates. 
European plan. 
toy 
omfortabl 
Shor Dinn 
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DRINKWATER INN and Bungalows 
In a Pine Grove with Cool Breezes from INNER CASCO BAY 
A place of special appeal to relax and rest in homelike and pleasant 
surroundings. Rates $21.00 a week up. 
Living room fireplace, baths on each floor, furnace heat if 
needed. GOL])~ on nearby courses. CASINO for dancing, bridge 
and other indoor recreation. 
SIX BUNGALOWS-with meals in main dining room. One house- 
keeping cottage for season rental. 20-car garage. References 
exchanged. 
DRINKWATER INN YARMOUTH, MAINE 
Royal River Inn, 
Camps & Coffee Shop 
veniences. Some kitchenettes. Free use of boats, pool table, etc. 
Rates reasonable, equipment and food the best. 
ADALINE F. CROCKETT, Prop. YARMOUTH, l\lAINE 
Old Colonial homestead, 
12 rooms, srx open fire- 
places. Camps a n d 
Coffee Shop nearby. 14 
cabins, one to four 
rooms. Modern con- 
HOTEL PHOENIX BATH, MAINE 
"A Tlome Awaii From Home" 
Rooms with Private Bath or Shower 
Rates, American Plan, $4 to $5 per day 
JURS. J. JU. ALLEN, Prop, Tel. BATH 00 
DIRIGO HOUSE 
Long Island, Casco Bay, Maine Only six miles from Portland 
A charming old fashioned house on an island of rugged beauty. 
Splendid cooking. :\Iany pleasant trips accessible from here. 
Open to Oct. 1st Tel. Peaks Island 305-3 The Misses Perry 
]. W. MINOTT CO. 
FLORISTS 
649 Congress Street Portland, l\laine 
Maine Grown Flowers from our Conservatories 
at South Portland. 
(Continued from Page 48) 
o ' good glass one may see the struc- 
h. tures upon the summit of Mount 
' ~ Washington. A sunset seen from 
..J " ~ ~ this point is never to be forgotten. 
,. I ---.... -, 
--L-- :r~ The Poet Longfellow 
The home of Longfellow, situated near Monument 
Square in the business and shopping district, is visited 
by thousands who find much of interest among the old 
Wadsworth-Longfellow family treasures. 
Portland Museum of Art 
The Art Museum on High Street always has a special 
summer exhibition of well known artists, both local and 
national. In City Hall is the Kotzschmar Municipal 
Organ, given the city by Cyrus Herman Kotzschmar 
Curtis, in honor of his birthplace and his youthful music 
teacher. 
Along the Cape Shore 
Along the Cape Elizabeth shores, which stretch away 
from the city to the south for six or eight miles, are a 
Gover Home on Casco Bay At the 
Water's-Edge 
A delightful place to spend 
a week or month. Six 
miles from Portland at 
F'almouth Foreside, on U. 
S. Highway No. 1. House 
newly furnlslwd. Attrac- 
tive rooms with hot and 
cold running water in each. 
Del iclous home-cooked food. 
Real southern cooking. Salt 
water bathing, boating, 
fishing, from house. 
Rates verii rea110nable 
Address: R. F. D. No, 4 Portland telephone exchange 
Portland, ~Ie. n('ntiles only 4 0945 
lIARP WELJ, CENTER, 
IAINE 
On famous Casco Bay. Cool 
oc an breezes, deep sea fish- 
ing, bathing, boating, ob- 
stacle golf, excellent golf 
course at Brunswick, new 
recreation house for gueats 
for Indoor games. Entirely 
modern house, hot and cold 
water in every room, home 
cooking. Gentile cl!entele 
only. Booklet: 
)frH. 8. L. Ransem, 
Proprietor 
1.==-===--- 
LOOKOUT POINT HOUSE 
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succession of cottage colonies, sandy beaches and rocky 
headlands, culminating in Trundy's reef and the so- 
called "Two-Lights," though there is now only one 
light-house. Just beyond the outermost point of Cape 
Elizabeth is Crescent Beach and the Spurwinks. Nearer 
the city is Portland Head Light, one of the earliest to 
be built on the Atlantic seaboard and serving as a beacon 
to the entrance to Portland harbor. 
Where to Get Reliable Information on All 
Vacation Questions 
In Longfellow Square, Portland, Congress street at 
State, are the headquarters of the State of Maine Publicity 
Bureau with offices and a most attractive information 
bureau and rest room. Its travel counselors will answer 
any question you may ask, map out your oute and plan 
your trip in all its details. Its resources are at your 
command and you are invited to call and make full use 
of all it has to offer in resort service, for which no 
charge is made. 
(Oonttnued on Page BS) 
The MAINE IDYLL~'!: 8R!u~ ~ 
FREEPORT, l\lE. 
20 l\Il. ,, of Portland 
Among- the Trees 
OPEN ALL YEAR 
Lodge with rooms and 
dining room. 14 mod- 
ern cabins with flre- 
P laces, innerspring 
mattresaes, r u n n i n g 
water. Showers. Pri- 
vate convenlencee. 
Bookl~t Jl'r&e 
EUNE. T 1\IARSTALLER, Prop. 
ROSELAND and CABINS 18 l\Iil North of Portland 
Jn t Beyond 
Freeport on 
:Routt'\ No. 1 
20 clean, attractive 
cabins. S h o w e r 
bu ths, umusemonts 
und a lnrgp horn like 
dining room erving 
e: cel lon t food In 11 
friendly 11 tmo phere. 
!'itate prize winner 
for c 1 e 11 n 1 i n es s , 
beauty nnd complete 
equtprnent. 
Perly C. Fillmore, 
Prop. 
Homewood and Cottages 
Yarmouth by the Sea 
A summer home of distinction catering to the few. Directly 
on Casco Bay eleven miles east of Portland. 
A dozen cottages, with baths, livingroom with fireplace, 
skirt the shore, with meals served in Oid Homestead. 
Fishing, sailing. tennis, golf, horseback riding. Clientele 
restricted. 
Season June to October 
Rote $30.00 minimum, per week 
Booklet on a pplice+ion 
Burton Prentiss Lyman, Prop. 
The Fragrance Delicious Food The Tang of 
of the Pines Artesian Well Water the Salt Air 
YOURS IN UNLIMITED ABUNDANCE 
Enjoy the undisturbed re tfnlne of a sojourn at 
ARCADIA INN 
American plan. Rates per day $3.50; per week $21.00. 
Arcadia-by-the-Sea Princes Point, Brunswick, Me. 
In the Heart of the Famous Cosco Boy Country 
Two himdred acru of un.reatricted freedom. 
Housekeeping cottages, ideally situated. Leaflet upon request. 
Seal!lon June to October R. F. HDlltlELEIN, Prop. 
HOTEL SEA GABLES ·o. HARP WELL, ~IAL E 
Commanding an excellent view o! Ca co Bay and islands. Guests 
receive the best service at moderate prices. Large sun room. Free 
rowboat • bathing. deep ea and shore fl bing, croquet, quoits, 
obstacle golt. Motor route • ·o. 1 to Brun wick, thence route 123 to 
o. Harp well uud Sea Gables. Reference on reque t. Booklets. 
Hates $16 to $20 per week. L. H. !\IERROW, Prop. 
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL 
BAILEY ISLAND 
The larg •st hotel on the Island. Beautiful outlook over the water. 
All outatde rooms-Baths-Good food. Ra tes upon request. 
,JU~E 15-SEPT. 15 !\Ir. and !\lrs. J. C. ROEJD.'ER, Props. 
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HAVE THE 0 F YOUR LIFE Tl ME 
ON WAY TO MAINE TH 
VIA 
"' -I rn 
)::II 
3: 
The luxuriou new liner Florida serve between New York, Portland and Bar Harbor from June 25 to Scpternber 5. "' 
Taco sailings weekly to Portland, Tuesday arul. Friday; Friday sailings continue to Bar llnrbor. = 
MAI E invites you to have the time of your life 
within its broad boundaries this ummer. And 
Eastern Steamship Line invites you to heighten the 
joy of your vacation day in Maine by traveling 
north on this modern ship, the S. S. Florida. 
Though this sea journey lasts only an afternoon 
and a night, you can ea ily cram into it a hipload 
of happy, restful hours. There are deck- port , 
exciting horse races, dances to the rhythm of a 
famou Manhattan orchestra. Headline entertain- 
er will perform during the week-end trips. 
Aside from such amu ements, there's the grateful 
relaxation of a cool ea voyaae, plu th countles 
comforts renowned under the Eastern teamship 
flag. The Florida wa orjginally built for rropic 
crui ing. You can imagine, then, how P -rfectly h 
adapts her elf to summer travel. . . . ool, airy 
taterooms, nearly all of them out id location. 
paciou lounge planned to circulat the oft 
ummer breeze. • . . n expansive hallroom, and 
beyond it a lantern-lit de k for daucimz under the 
tar .... Food that r'irur th h II with your new- 
found appetite .... Bed that Icav • th ole reer t 
you p nd only one nieht in them en route. 
- 
..... - z 
rn 
"' 
1935 SCHEDULE • NEW YORK • PORTLAND • BAR HARBOR LINE 
EASTBOUND WESTBOl:-.l"D 
Lv.NEWYORK Due PORTLAND Lv. PORTLAND Due BAR HARBOR Lv. BAR Due Lv, PORTLAND Due NEW YORK HARBOR PORTLAXD 
Tue., June 25 12:00 Nn Wed., June 26 6:30AM -- -- Sun. AM Sun. AM Wed., June 2G 8:00 PM Thu., June 27 3:30 PM 
Fri., June 28 12:00 Nn Sat., June 29 6:30AM Sat., June 29 8:00 AM Sat., June 29 2:30 PM June 30 2:30 June 30 9:00 Sun., June 30 11 :00 AM Mon., Jul. 1 7:30 AM 
Tue., Jul. 2 12:00 Nn Wed., Jul. 3 6:30AM -- -- -- -- Wed., Jul. 3 12:00 Nn Thu., Jul. 48:00 AM Thu., Jul. 4 12:00 Nn Fri., Jul. 5 6:30AM Fri., Jul. 5 8:00 AM Fri., Jul. 5 2:30 PM Jul. 7 2:30 Jul. 7 9:00 Sun., Jul. 7 11:00 AM Mon., Jul. 8 7:30AM Tue., T I. 9 12:00 Nn Wed., Jul. 10 6:30AM -- -- -- -- Wed., Jul. 10 8 00 PM Thu., Jul. 113:30 PM Fri., Jul. 12 12:00 Nn Sat., Jul. 13 6:30AM Sat., Jul. 13 8:00 AM Sat., Jul. 13 2:30 PM Jul. 14 2:30 Jul. 14 9:00 Sun., Jul. 1411:00 AM Mon., Jul. 15 7:30 AM Tue., Jul. 16 12:00 Kn Wed., Jul. 17 6:30AM -- -- -- -- w-e, Jul. 17 8:00 PM Thu., Jul. 18 3:30 PM Fri., Jul. 19 12:00 Nn Sat., .Tul. 20 6:30AM Sat., Jul. 20 8:00 AM Sat., Jul. 20 2:30 PM Jul. 21 2:30 Jul. 21 9:00 Sun., Jul. 2111:00 AM Mon., Jul. 22 7:30 AM 
Tue., Jul. 23 12:00 Nn Wed., Jul. 24 6:30 AM -- -- -- -- w-a, Jul. 24 8:00 PM Thu., Jul. 25 3:30 PM 
Fri., Jul. 26 12:00 Nn Sat., Jul. 27 6:30 Al\! Sat., Jul. 27 8:00 AM Sat., Jul. 27 2:30 PM Jul. 28 2:30 Jul. 28 9:00 Sun., Jul. 28 11:00 AM Mon., Jul. 29 7 :30 AM 
Tue., Jul. 30 12:00 Nn Wed., Jul. 'H 6:30AM -- -- -- -- w.a, Jul. 31 8:00 PM Thu., Aug. 13:30 PM Fri., Aug. 2 12:00 Nn Sat., Aug. 3 6:30 AM Sat., Aug. 3 8:00 AM Sat., Aug. 3 2:30 PM Aug. 4 2:30 Aug. 4 9:00 Sun., Aug. 4 11:00 AM Mon., Aug. 5 7:30AM Tue., Aug. 6 12:00 Nn Wed., Aug. 7 6:30 AM - -- -- -- Vi'ed., Aug. 7 8·00 PM Thu., Aug. 8 3:30 PM Fri., Aug. 9 12:00 Nn Sat., Aug. 10 6:30 Al\! Sat., Aug. 10 8:00 AM Sat., Aug. 10 2:30 PM Aug. 11 2:30 Aug. 11 9:00 Sun., Aug. 11 11 :00 AM Mon., Aug. 12 7 :30 AM 
Tue., Aug. 13 12:00 Nn Wed., Aug. 14 6:30 Al\! -- -- -- -- "·ed., Aug. 14 8:00 PM Thu., Aug. 15 3:30 PM Fri., Aug. 16 12:00 Nn Sat., Aug. 17 6:30AM Sat., Aug. 17 8:00 AM Sat., Aug. 17 2:30 PM Aug. 18 2:30 Aug. 18 9:00 Sun., Aug. 18 11:00 AM Mon., Aug.19 7:30 AM 
Tue., Aug. 20 12:00 Nn Wed., Aug. 21 6:30 A:\l -- -- -- -- wsa, Aug. 21 8:00 PM Thu., Aug. 22 3:30 PM 
Fri., Aug. 23 12:00 Nn Sat., Aug. 24 6:30AM Sat., Aug. 24 8:00 AM Sat., Aug. 24 2:30 PM Aug. 25 2:30 Aug. 25 9:00 Sun. Aug. 25 11:00 AM Mon., Aug. 26 7:30 AM 
Tue., Aug 27 12:00 Nn Wed., Aug. 28 6:30 \l\f -- -- Sun. PM Mon. Al\f Wed., Aug. 28 8:00 PM Thu., Aug. 29 3:30 PM 
Fri., Aug. 30 6:00 PM Sat., Aug. 3111:30 AM Sat., Aug. 31 1 :00 PM Sat., Aug. 31 7:30 PM Sep. 1 8:00 Sep. 2 6:00 l\:on., Sep. 2 12:00 Nn Tue., Sep. 3 7:30AM Tue., Sep. 3 12:00 Nn Wrd., Sep. 4 6:~0 AM -- -- -- -- Wed., Sep. 4. 8:00 PM Thu., Sep. 5 3:30 PM 
SPECIAL FOURTH OF JULY and LABOR DAY HOLIDAY CRUISES-$30 up 
3~ day , with two stop at Portland and a whole daylight day at Bar H~rhor. July 4th cruise ~eave New York Thursday, 
July 4, 12 noon. Back Monday, July 8, 7:30 A. M. Labor Day Cruise leaves New York Friday, August 30, 6 P. M. 
Back Tue day, September 3, 7:30 A. M. All New York times listed, D.S. T. All Portland and Bar Harbor times listed, E. S. T. 
WRITE OR CALL FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDERS 
EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES 
For in£ormation, re ervarion s ond tickf't. opply 1 E. 44th St. (near 5th Ave.). or Pier 18, North River (foot 0£ Murray St.), Tel. COrtlandt 7-9500, New 
York; 'tote Pier, Portlond, Tel. 3-3801 or Eostcrn Steamship ticket office, Bar Harbor; or consult your nearest travel agent. 
PASSAGE FARES FOR 1935 
1935 
Cruise 
Between One lound Mini- 
Way Trip mums 
New York and Portland $10.00 .16.50 s .... 
New York and Bar Harbor 13.50 20.00 25.00 
Portland and Bar Harbor 3.50 4.50 8.50 
2~-DA Y WEEK-END CRUISES 
NEW YORK to PORTLAND and BAR HARBOR 
You live aboard ship while cruising and sohile 
in ports. S. S. Florida cruising June 28 and 
every Friday thereafter. Back Monday, 
7:30 A. M. Note exception for $25 UP 
4th of July and Labor Day below. 
Includes stateroom acco mrn.o dat.ion s and meals 
AUTOMOBILE RATES FOR 1935 
Between I Accompanied by one or more passengers, weighing 
NEW YORK I CLASS A CLASS B CLASS C 
and Up to 2680 lbs. 2681 to 3000 lbs. 3001 lbs. and over I o.w. R.T. o.w. R.T. o.w. R.T. 
Portland 10.00 15.00 12.50 18.00 15.00 ._,22.00 Bar Harbor 16.50 25.00 18.50 28.00 21.00 31.00 
WEEK- END CRUISE 
PORTLAND to BAR HARBOR 
and return 
Live on board ship for duration of the cruise. 
Going Saturday morning, back Sunday 
morning. Note exception for 4th 
of July and Labor Day in above $ 8 ~ UP 
schedule. 
Includes stateroom accommodations and meals 
SQUIRREL INN 
AT SQUIRREL ISLAND, MAINE 
One of Maine's most attractive hotels in Maine's most 
beautiful Coast resort. Situated at the entrance to 
Boothbay Harbor one mile from the mainland. A 
modern summer hotel contatntng nearly one hundred 
guest rooms. A season here is undisturbed by heat, 
dust, or hay fever. A fine sandy beach affords excel- 
lent bathing for the use of the guests. Boating, Fish- 
ing, Golf, and Tennis. 
Write for Booklet 
GEO. R. YATES, Prop. SQUIRREL ISLAND, MAIN• 
MONHEGAN ISLAND 
411"1' , ... __ No trip along the t" Maine Coast is com-
plete without a v isl t -------1.,..,_ __ to this famous otr· 
shore sentinel of the 
sea. Easily acces- 
sible from Boothbay 
Harbor or Thomas- 
....,,,..,,,. ton. 
Amid scenes of 
., quaint and historic 
.•· interest you can 
count on old-lash· 
ioned hospitality and 
modern service. 
Write for interesting 
illustrated booklet 
MONHEGAN ISLAND, l\m. 
Jsabel Tribler Pierce, Props. 
BECKONS .... 
NEW MONHEGAN HOUSE 
MONHEGAN ISLAND 
20 ntlles out to sea 
Ideal tor a quiet, restful vacation in a place that ol'l'ers majestic 
scenery and Maine hospitality among people of culture and refine· 
ment. A mecca tor arttsts, Easily accessible from Boothbay 
Harbor. Booklet wlll be Bent. 
Elva B. Nicholson Monhegan Island, l\le. 
BAY VIEW HOUSE Southport, Maine 
Modern and Homelike . . Attractively Situated Overlooking 
Boothbay Harbor and Islands . . Otrerinr the Maximum in 
Comfort, Food and Recreation . . We Operate Our Own Party 
Boat Making Trips to All Pointe of Interest . . 
J. H. MOSLEY and BEATRICE M. KANT, Owners and Msn. 
Booklet 
• 
HOLLY INN and ANNEX 
CHRISTMAS COVE, MAINE 
Seashore and Country Combined Golf, all Sports 
Fresh Water and Deep Sea Fishing 
Route No. I to Damariscotta, then Route No. 129 to 
HOLLY INN 
Season - June to October 
Special early and late season rotes as low as $21.00 per week 
American Plan 
DANIEL C. WALSH, Managing Director 
ROCK GARDENS INN 
and COTTAGES 
On Eastern Shore of Ca8Co Bay 
Home comforts 
Congenial Guests 
Golf, Tennis, Bathing, 
Folder 
Home cooking Homelike 
Restful Atmosphere 
Fishing 
Sebasco Estates, Me. I MRS. J. W. MERRITT 
ATLANTIC HOUSE OCE~~~INT, 
Three miles out to se&--elways C091 
Cool, comtor table, i.nTitlng, facing the broad ocean, ehaded Terandu, 
home cooking, specializing in sea !ood1. Swimminz, tenale, 1ail1Jt1, 
fiehing, dancing, rolf, walks through tlr balsam woods and alo1lf 
shore over surf beaten clltl'1. Booklet on rt)(Ju.~t 
l\IARIAN H. WILCOX, Mana,rer 
Ye Olde R~ell House and Cottages 
CHRISTMAS COVE, M.AINE 
On the ocean. All •ports aTallable, includior rolf. Comfortable 
home atmosphere. Modern conveniences. Accommodates 110. 
Rate. $20 to $23. Booklet, R. H. GA.MAGE, Prop. 
In writing to advertisers, please mention "l\Iaine Invites You" 
SEBASCO 
ala in e /~/vV\Jv 
~invif-es-1/0 
and COTTAGES LODGE 
At SEBASCO 
Wherr pa and lnke are in close prox- 
Iml ty-s-whr-ro the rockbound const and 
pine cented rorest nr companionnble, 
there is A<'basco Lodge, well removed 
trom :.'.fetropolitnn lifr-12 miles from 
the nearer t :.'.!nine city, Bath : an 
overntcht journ<'y from New York. 
You are orrcrf.'d every convenience at 
the Lodg lnrge nnd well nppoln ted 
rooms, hot and cold running water, 
private bn th ; rr-stful lwd11, and <'V<'rY 
comfort thnt the henrt deslrc11. 
Outrloors-c-u large nrea, !or sts and 
cl arlng, that combine to mnke your 
playground w h i l e . ojourning at 
ebn co. 
Mall, telophono and telegrupb sorvlce 
are at your command, night and day. 
It I a haven of rp. t and relnxatlon, 
SE BASCO 
MAINE 
The First Green-- 
at the Ocean'a Bide 
One of the Ooe11 
Oottaee« b11 the Bea 
PRIVATE SANDY BEACH 
• SELECTED CLIENTELE 
WRITE FOR INFORMATION 
Rate. $!0 to $40 W eeld7 
American Plan Only 
RICHARD D. CUSHMAN 
SEBASCO LODGE SEBASCO, MAINE 
Until June 1st, addres 
107 Elm t reet, Portland, l\Iaine 
• At PLAY 
Enjoy Shore Acres sporty nine hole 
GOLF course; two well condf tioned 
rENNIS courts, tree to guests; BATH- 
ING off the beach in the invigorating 
sal t water or the Atl:mtic; BOATING, 
motor, rowing, speed and canoeing on 
an endless expanse; FISHlN~very 
size and kind that the ocean pcssessee ; 
HIKING-through woods and along 
historic scenic trails . . . all amid a 
most congenial, hospitable atmosphere. 
Within the ru tic dining room ot 
Sebasco Lodge you are served the 
mo. t palatable d!she. -including fresh 
sea foods, dairy and !arm products, 
They are e. sen tial !or at Sebaseo, the 
appetite i whetted by constant play. 
You drink water from our own 
mineral pring-healthtul, benell.cial. 
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The Civic Club of the Boothbay 
Region cordially invites you to enjoy 
its Hospitality, Fun and Good Health 
this summer. Write to Benjamin E. 
Kelley, Boothbay Harbor, Maine for 
folder and information. 
In writin to adverti-.er.,, pit e m ntion "Muine lrnit Y u" 
~ ~ 
Sprucewold 
PARKER T. NICJ(ERSON, Manager 
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, 
MAINE LOG CABIN HOTEL 
AND CABINS 
BOOKLET 
COVE COTTAGE INN 
SOUTHPORT ON THE MAINE C0AST 
A quiet homelike inn, 
offering g o o d food, 
c o m f o rt a b I e beds, 
beautiful scenery and a 
restful vacation. Boat- 
ing, swimming, golf and 
other amusements. 
Special July rates 
Booklets 
MRS. C. W. PILTZ, Prop. 
SHORE LODGE HOTEL 
SOUTHPORT, MAINE 
I'de a l local ion on th coast. 
a hl e ra tcs. guropenn and 
on rrq ue s t. .JASO 
I<Jxc<'llent table. Reason- 
American plan. Booklet 
C. 'l'IIOMPSON, Manager 
The GREEN SHUTTERS and COTTAGES 
BOOTllUA y nxnnon. MAINE 
On•rlooking: I 1111·kin Hu) Cr-n t rn l d in i mr room. Cot tnces or one 
unrl two rooms with pr-ivn t e hath and t>lt><·tricity. <i11iet friPn<lly 
n t mo ph1•rt> anti eult un-d cl ir-n tt-lr-. Hall's .. lk.00 to • 30.00 por week. 
'Ir-.. 'I. \. Cluvton, Donald ..'1. ('Jayton- Innagers 
REST and play on • "E"W AGEN INN'S 300 acre 
estate with two miles of rockbound, cove-studded 
shore, jutting 5 miles out to sea. Modern Inn, 
Lodge, and Cottages with full hotel service. Hot 
and Cold Salt Wa.ter Baths. Tempered Ocean 
Swimming Pool, Trails, Boating, Fishing, Golf, and 
all Spor ts. Open late June into September. 
Congenial Country Club Atmosphere 
for Particular People 
NO HAY FEYER 
For Booklet write Joshua L. Brooks, Owner 
Address before June 15th 
130 "Wilbraham Avenue, 
Springfield, l\Iass. 
- ALSO - 
ATIRACTIVE 
HOUSEKEEPING 
LOG CABINS 
Completely furnished, bath, 
fireplaces, electricity, two to 
four bedrooms. Every cornro rt 
and convenience. 
Balsam Scented Woods and 
Ocean Vistas 
GOLF TENNIS 
CROQUET BOATING 
FISHING 
In fresh and alt wnter 
HIKING BATHING 
CANOEING 
Schools of Art 
and Drama adjacent 
Quiet refinement 
MOTOR BOATING 
HORSEBACK RIDING 
No mosquitoes or 
hay fever 
A LOG CABIN COLONY 
NEWAGEN 
INN 
and COTTAGES 
NEWAGEN, MAINE 
"Where Sea, Cliffs and 
Spruce Forests Meet" 
In writing to advertisers, please mention ''Alaine Invites You" 
I 
The KNOX HOTEL 
ON U. S. HIGHWAY NO. I 
Halfway between Portland and Bangor 
COMFORTABLY FURNISHED 
Rooms with bath $2.50 and up 
A !ew rooms with running water $1.50 
CHOICE FOOD 
with 
NATIVE FRESH FISH and LOBSTERS 
n8 S peclnltles 
OPEN ALL YEAR 
LEON LEIGHTON, Proprietor and Manager 
MOODY'S CABINS WALDOBORO, MAINE Houte No. 1 
While touring Maine, stop at Moody's Cabins situated on a hill, the 
h1rhe1t point of land in Waldoboro. A wonderful view of Oabins can 
be 1een trom either approach to Waldoboro. Ten acres of well kept 
1TOWld11 with numerous outdoor sports, Large roomy Cabina with 
acreened. porches, running water in Cabins, showen, wood-fires and 
all modern conveniences at moderate rates by night or week. Dlntng 
room on grounds. New Oabins with kitchenette, to accommodate 
trom two to four people. Moody's Gas Station !11 near entrance to 
private road to Oablns. We sohclt your ru and oil buetness. You 
may start out in the morning with a clean car as we wash and 
1Tea1e cars nights. Write for information and rates. 
P. B. Meody, Prop. 
BUTTER POINT FARM 
A charming, restful inn where folks gather every summer for rest, 
recreation and good food. Delightfully situated in the country, 
but on the deep blue sea. 
Ba.thing Boa.ting Tennis Hildng Dancing 
Rates that bring a smile to your pocketbook 
Write today for folder and detatled information 
FRANCES B. QUINER WALDOBORO, MAINE 
KINDER CAMP MEDO MAK, MAINE 
An ideal place where only little children enjoy the woods, 
the seashore and wholesome farm life while their parents 
travel, study or rest. 
Elizabeth W. Bartlett 29 Arlington St., Newton, Mass. 
LINCOLN TERRACE INN 
NEWCASTLE, MAINE 
(Ju•t a B'ew Blocks South o! Damariscotta Bridge) 
World Famous for Food, Homelike Surrovndinqs, 
Good Fellowship and Reasonable Rates 
Visit the New Arbor 
Tasty Fo~d, well served in a delightful rustic setting 
while you dance to the smartest music 
I 
HOTEL PEMAQUID 
Situated at historic 
Pemaquid Point 
The vacationist can find 
her~ attractions to meet 
his every need. Magnificent 
surf, boating, sailing, deep 
sea fishing and bathing. 
Excellent food. Homelike 
atmosphere. 
Pemaquid Point, Maine Walter J. Brad:ett, Prop. 
"WHllRB FUN NEVBJR GOES TO SLBEP" 
THE WANETA 
ON HISTORIC 
PEMAQUID BEACH, MAINE 
MAY TO OCTOBER 
American Plan-Most Reasonable Rates 
Private, Glistening, White Sand Beach 
Swimming or Excellent Fishing 
I 00 yards from the door! 
A Revelation to You-in Comfort Cuisine 
and Friendly Service ' 
Unsurpassed Ocean View 
All Sports and Dancing 
Write Ralph Varley, Prop., for Reservations 
"A VAOATION YOU'LL NBVER FORGBT" 
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! FOR INF"ORM-ATl~N WRITE thy 
f DAMARISCOTTA 
~ NEWCASfLE 
BOARD of TRADE 
Damocriscotfa. -JYr.oc.ine 
73 74 
cow 
hlvd 
WHERE Gooo 
--- F£LLOW.S GET 
TOG£TH£R 
FELSTED The FIRS 
Central Inn and Cottages, 
some equipped for house- 
keeping; forty-five acre plot, 
Ideal for families and vaca- 
tion parties, rates low. 
Picturesque shores of Deer Isle-two hours by car to 
Acadia National Park and central to all Bay resorts. This 
section still unspoiled by exploitation. Reached by boat from 
Rockland, or your own car-good roads to the door. Golf, 
tennis swimming fishing, sailing, motorboat excursions. Ex- 
cellent table. All conveniences. \Vrite for booklets ~d 
picture albums. , . D. Knowlton, Sunset, :Mame 
Forty guests, 100-acre es- 
tate, 1-mlle shore frontage, 
rooms single or ensulte with 
bath, rates moderate. 
COLLEGE CLUB INN 
8EAR PORT, ~IAINE 
A place for good food 11 d comfortable rooms and service. Supper, 
room nnd brenkrast $3.00 to $4.50. Rooms $1.50 to $2.50 Single. 
Rooms 2.00 to 5.00 Double. Weekly rates on application. 
Luncheon Dinner Ten 
MUS. It. I,. Pl~'.J'TEE SEARSPORT, MAINE 
OWL'S HEAD INN 
Open from Ju 1e 10 to October 10 
Bordering the ocean, deep sea fishing, boating, bathing, 
tennis fresh water fishing nearby. Rates $20 to $25. Famous 
for It~ Drolled Live Lobster and l<'lsh Dinners. !<..,older. 
l\l. V. TRUSCOTT, Prop. O\VL'S IIBAD, MAINE 
On Your Way To Maine This Summer 
Plan To STOP At 
Worcester, Massachusetts 
"Tho Heart of Now England!' 
You'll Find A Cordial Welcome At 
HOTEL BANCROFT 
l\ranngemcmt, 1\11111.rke T. Lawler 
Orville D. D~ni on, Promotion lanager 
THE SEASIDE INN 
Seal Harbor, Me. Mt. Desert Island 
The SEASIDE INN faces the ocean. A hundred miles of 
woods, paths, and mountain trails begin at its bock door. 
Main automobile entrance to Acadia Notional Park very near. 
Thirty minutes by automobile to crest of Cadillac Mountain, 
1527 feet elevation. Near Bar Harbor's splendid golf course, 
residences and drives. Combines comfort with careful service 
and homelike hospitality. 
A. & J. Clement, Inc. Loring N. Young, Mgr. 
fiti!J!fanan 
MAINE 
OCEAN-LARES-WOODS 
Bathing, Boating, Fishlnr, Games 
COZY LOG CADINS 
Electric Lights, Running Water 
Open Fires 
COlUlUUNITY DINING ROOl'tl 
Fri! h Foods from our own farm and 
surrounding ocean 
RELIEF FROlU HAY FEVERl 
ACTIVE RECREATION OR LAZY LEISURE 
2,500 acres of woodland and open spaces, l 2 miles of shore line, 
rugged rocks and sandy beaches. A ver11 sati8/actor11 place [or a 
honc11moon or for families with children. Plenty of room tor all. 
July I-Sept. 15. ~Ir. and ~Irs. Winthrop G. Hall, Proprietors 
PETIT :\IANAN IN lUAINE, Inc. MILLDRIDGE, ME. 
Booklet Address till June lii, 46 Tirrell St., Worcester, Ma11. 
BROOKS BLUFF COTTAGES 
(Log Cabin& 1>11 the ea) 
On Route 1 betw n Eastport and Calais. Large. t nnd most modern 
Cottages East of Bangor. Overnight and weekly. Dining room service 
unexcelled. Boating. Special weekly rate JunP and Sept. Booklet. 
E. C. DROWN ROBBL. TON, )LUNE 
CASTINE INN Located in one of the most interesting and at- 
tractive sections of the 
Season June to-October 1. Booklet. Maine coast both scen- 
ically and historically. The INN has modern con- 
veniences and steam heat, fresh vegetables from our 
garden. Very reasonable weekly and transient rates. 
MISS AI,DERTA T. TIIO:\IAS, Proprietres~ Casttne, l\Iaine 
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Complete rest and relaxa+:on 
that's bar Harbor for you! 
Yachting, water sports, golf, tennis, 
mountain climbing, dances, parties, 
teas, bridge, clean-cut American so- 
ciety at its best in a constant round of 
social gaiety all within the magnificent 
scenery of Acadia National Park. 
Salt and fresh water fishing-Hunting 
with a camera. 
Furnished or unfurnished cottages or 
palatial homes. 
Your income may be large or small. 
Bar Harbor welcomes you. 
PLAN YOUR VACATION AT 
BAR HARBOR 
AND PLAN TODAY 
Whatever you want we can furnish to 
your complete satisfaction. 
For Information and Booklet write 
Information Bureau, 
Chamber of Commerce 
BAR HARBOR, MAINE 
79 8o 
-unobtrusive American Plan 
family hotels where quiet, rest- 
ful environment prevails. 
The establishments listed on 
this page are smart-clean- 
thoroughly reliable and eager 
to serve you and your friends 
and family. Let them help 
you plan the happiest of all 
vacations. 
COME TO BAR HARBOR 
THIS YEAR! START PLAN- 
NING Y 0 UR VACATION 
NOW! WRITE, PHONE OR 
WIRE. 
MALVERN HOTEL 
200 rooms, rotes $8 to $15 per doy, American Pion 
Chester A. Wescott, Monoger 
BELMONT HOTEL 
50 rooms, rotes $5 to $8 per day, American Plan 
J. A. Morse, Prop. 
NEWPORT HOUSE MT. DESERT INN 
125 rooms, rotes $6 to $9 per day, American Pion 
Elizabeth Williams Jones, Manager 
30 rooms, rates $1.50 to $4 per day, European Plan 
$4 to $6.50 per day, American Plan 
J. C. Etter, Prop. 
ST. SAUVEUR HOTEL MILLER COTTAGE INN 
70 rooms, rates $6 to $9 per day, American Plan 
Gerard F. Alley, Prop. 
18 rooms, re te s $4 to $7 per day, Americon Plan 
F. R. Edwards, Prop. 
8r 
In writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine lnyites Yon" 
(Oontinued from Page 57) 
Casco Bay 
The Summer Isles of Casco Bay, 
generally reputed to number as many 
as the days of the year, but more 
conservative! y estimated at 122, have 
no limit to the opportunities that they 
include for holiday sport and vacation enjoyment. Some 
have smooth beaches, admirable for bathing, many wild 
and rocky cliffs, most of which are heavily wooded. 
Local steamer lines maintain regular schedules between 
Portland, the island landings and mainland communities 
on the bay shore. 
Of the islands, Peaks is the nearest and is really a 
suburb of Portland. Long Island is the largest of the 
islands and with its rugged shores and bathing beaches, 
offers every opportunity for summer diversion. 
Along the Foresides 
Northward and eastward of Portland, along shore, 
the journey lies through Falmouth, Cumberland and 
Yarmouth, towns that lie along Casco Bay, their shores 
known by the quaint old name "F oresides" to distin- 
guish them from the remainder of the locality with 
beautiful views of inner Casco Bay and seashore diver- 
sions as well as nearby golf courses and Country Club 
enjoyments. 
Maine's Only "Desert" 
Freeport has an unique offering in its so-called 
"Desert of Maine." There are acres and acres of shifting 
sands which are fast obliterating grasses, bushes, trees 
and even buildings. At one point it stretches away for 
nearly 75 acres and the total area now included in the 
desert is more than 200 acres. Each year sees an in- 
crease in the acreage, so that students who have visited 
and studied it are wondering where it will stop; what 
will be the eventual fate of the surrounding landscape. 
Freeport is called "the birthplace of Maine" a the 
papers separating Maine from Massachusetts were igned 
here. 
The Seat of Bowdoin College 
Brunswick, a few miles beyond the Foresides, is the 
seat of Bowdoin College, and beneath its academic elms 
have sauntered in their student days the novelist Haw- 
thorne, the poet Longfellow, and Franklin Pierce, after- 
ward to be President of the United States. Here Elijah 
Kellogg laid the scenes of "Whispering Pine" series, 
inimitable stories of student life of long ago. Here also 
was written "Uncle Tom's Cabin," its author, Harri t 
Beecher Stowe, being the wife of a professor of Bowdoin. 
Maine hall the first of the college dormitories was built 
100 years ago. Among Bowdoin men who have roomed 
in Maine hall are Senator William Pitt Fessenden, Presi- 
dent Franklin Pierce, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Elijah Kel- 
logg, General 0. 0. Howard, General Joshua L. Chamber- 
lain, Chief Justice Md ville W. Fuller and Senator 
William P. Frye. 
Just south of Brunswick lies Princes Point, Harpswell, 
Bailey's and Orr's Islands, spruce-crowned and well 
equipped with hotels and cottages. 
Bath, the Shipbuilding City 
Bath is a rarely beautiful old New England city with 
streets shaded by great elms and other trees; its residen- 
tial section has many fine old mansions, the homes of the 
many famous shipbuilders and master mariners who 
made Bath's fame as a shippi g city world-wide. It 
was on the banks of the Kennebec River, a short distance 
below Bath, that in 1607, thirteen years before the Pil- 
grims landed at Plymouth, the Popham colony built 
the first vessel constructed by civilized hands in the new 
world. 
Down Sebasco Way 
Sebasco possesses that rare combination of vacation 
charms, a private bathing beach, rocky points, close by 
a large fresh water lake suitable 
for boating and canoeing; trails 
through the fir , spruce and 
pines and a mountain from the 
summit of which may been seen 
at night a half score of light- 
( Cun ti111u:d on Page 89) 
CAMP KOKATOSI 
ltAY 10.:\"D, IAI E 
n1odern cum p bull t tor 
Business and Professional 
Women and Girls 
A healthful, ine.·pensive, different vacation. Real rest and 
relaxation, or every opportunity to enjoy all outdoor 
sports. Excellent addle hor es. In truction in all sports 
if desired. No routine. Modern plumbing. Electricity . 
.A camp in which the mature woman or girl of twenty is 
equally at horne 
DH. nnd :u .. 
DA YID If. 1,1,ov. Prop • 
· ha o n I Panther on th 
Roo v It Highway, Route • 'o. 
GATES Roadside Tea Room Home Restaurant 
Hoo 
5 
re t you. 
Da. 
Maine 
Cedar Log Cabins 
This Cabin 23' x 28' is only $725 
Other Sizes $200 and up 
Write for Our Book of Ptans 
L. C. ANDREW 
Lumber and Building Materials 
Office and Factory South Windham, Maine 
NO RACO 
HIGH GRADE MODERN LOG CABIN RESORT 
25 miles from Por rand, Rou e 26 
Unusually attractive main dining room; table unexcelled 
Separate cabins, with all modern conveniences; open fires, 
hot water, baths, etc. A friendly place for rest and recrea- 
tion. Fishing, booting, bathing, archery, tennis and golf 
nearby. Within easy access to boys' and girls' comps. Our 
booklet will interest you. 
Open June I-Oct. I 
Noraco Inn, North Raymond, Maine 
A pl n ant mod rn 
You" 
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ALL TH£ BIG 0n£S 
Donr GET AwAv 
(Continued from Page 84) 
houses sending out their warning 
but cheerful beams. 
The golf course, is one which 
attracts for its natural beauty as 
well as its sporty layout. 
Sebasco property for several 
miles is bonded against the pest of 
mosquitoes, extermination work having been done, follow- 
ing special survey by the Gorgas Memorial Institute. 
Boothbay Harbor Region 
Boothbay Harbor is a quaint old seaport, a short 
distance off the main line of travel. On the old muster 
field, in the vicinity of Boothbay Harbo , Paul Revere 
trained the revolutionary soldiers. Fishing craft and 
swift sailing yachts and motor boats of all kinds are at 
anchor or tied to the wharves touching elbows with the 
winding village street, the shopping and social centre for 
the many summer resorts surrounding it. Boothbay re- 
gion includes Boothbay Harbor, East Boothbay, Bayville, 
West Boothbay Harbor, Southport, Linekin, Ocean Point, 
Newagen and others-all having the same scenic char- 
acteristics. 
Squirrel Island is the objective of a great deal of 
vacation travel, as it is the oldest resort along this 
section of the shore. "Squirrel" is the summer home of 
many of the members of our college faculties, a famous 
Maine editor and a large representation of some of 
the brightest lights in the literary, professional and 
business world. Southport is one of the many beautiful 
islands on the Maine coast, six miles in length and 
three miles at its widest part and connected with the 
mainland by a drawbridge over the Samoset river, a 
beautiful arm of the sea. It is centrally located and 
affords the western formation of the waters of Boothbay 
Harbor. 
Damariscotta~ Newcastle Section 
The twin towns of Damariscotta-Newcastle bordering 
Damari cotta river and of historic interest are gate- 
ways to a dozen lakes of bass and pickerel, trout and 
salmon. Salt water fishing is nearby and in the fall 
(Continued on Page 11) 
MIGIS LODGE 
IN SOUTH CASCO, MAINE 
You live in comfortable rooms in the 
main lodge or in the privacy ot attractive 
cabins with open tire, bath room, roomy 
porch m a beautiful pine grove, with 
wonderful view• ot 
SEBAGO LAKE 
You can fish tor landlocked salmon and 
black bass-fifteen other lakes nearby. 
Golt, tennis, motor boating, canoelng, 
swimming, looms tor weaving, ping pong 
and always a cordial welcome. Details 
in booklet. Write Frances J. Gulick. 
SOUTH CASCO, MAINE 
The Luther Gulick Camps 
SOUTH CASCO, MAINE 
Sebago Lake 
Little Wohelo: Girls 7-13. 
Sebago Wohelo: Girls 12-18. 
Timanous: Boys 7-14. 
Riding, aquatics, mountain and canoe 
trips, sailing, craf+s-a training for 
leisure. 
J. HALSEY GU LICK 
Director 
I 03-C Carrington Ave., 
Providence, R. I. 
Thomas House and Camps 
On Lake Thomas Near Lake Sebago, South Casco 
Relaxati~n. rest, happiness, the best home cooked food. 
Lar g'e, airy, steam heated sleeping rooms in the ma.in 
house. Cabins on the shore o! the lake with batha with 
hot and cold water, electric lights, screened porches, 
fireplaces as well as stovea !or the ea.rly Sebas-o Ftah- 
In g' and late in the Fall. Ve1retables from our own 
garden. Twenty lakes, ponds and streams within a ftve 
mile radius. Illustrated booklet on request. 
On the Roosevelt highway Trail 18, 
25 miles from Portland 
Open the year round 
MR. and MR!!I. J. W. WATKIN!!! !!lontla Oniaeo, Me. 
In writing to advertisers, pleue mention "Maine Invites You" 
The Long 
Lake Region 
of Maine 
30 Miles from Portland 
on the Roosevelt Highway 
Fishing Golf 
Boating Riding 
Mountain Climbing 
Maine's Most 
Accessible 
Lake Region 
Long Lake is connected with Sebago Lake by the Songo River and the Bay of Naples 
Write for YOUR copy of New Pictorial Booklet 
Containing map, pictures and descriptions of hotels and camps, with complete 
description of all sports and advantages of this famous Vacation section of Maine, 
sent free on request to George M. Oberg, Secretary, Bridgton, Maine. Let us 
help you plan your Vacation. 
(Continued from Page 89) 
there is excellent fox, coon and 
deer hunting, and duck shooting in 
the spring in adjacent territory. 
The famous oyster shell heaps 
antedating Columbus are a source 
of wonder and exploration. The 
Bristols, Bremen and Medomak are nearby with many 
attractive summer homes. 
Christmas Cove 
While Christmas Cove is geographically the southern 
end of Rutherford Island, it is virtually part of the 
mainland, being connected by a bridge. 
Here precipitous cliffs face with bold defiance the 
Atlantic's broad flood; here, deep and dense, stretch 
groves of fir and spruce; here a grassy meadow slopes 
to the verge of a peaceful little bay. This rare variety 
is indeed the charm of this well favored section of the 
Maine coast. 
Historic Pemaquid 
At Pemaquid the antiquarians have unearthed the 
ruins of ancient fortifications of before Columbus days. 
Rugged coastline, a mile of curved white sand beach, 
trails through pine and spruce wooded areas and free- 
dom from commercial atmosphere is perhaps what most 
charms the Pernaquid visitor when he first stays at its 
comfortable hotels and comes again and again. 
New Harbor is a popular seashore resort of the "fish- 
ing village" type but with satisfactory hotels and a large 
cottage colony. 
Monhegan,,,Out to Sea 
Monhegan Island, rising from the sea ten mile off 
shore, attract by its sheer picture quene and restful- 
ness a loyal ummer throng. The whole of Monhegan 
Island seem to be one immen e rock ri ing to a con- 
siderable height out of the sea and yet having a remark- 
able spruce area in the bowl-like center of the i land. 
(Oontmued on Page 96) 
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HIGHLAND LODGE 
and CAMPS 
IN TllE LONG LAKE REGION OF l\lAINE 
The picture shows one of the fourteen attractive 
bungalows on the shore of Highland Lake, located 
far apart to afford privacy. 
Cen tru l dining room n nd recreation building. Exc~llent 
food. Evening en ter tuf nment, Every convemence. 
Good beds. All sports. Sandy beach. Trout and 
buss fishing. 
Also four new, well equipped housekeeping camps. 
Booklet Einma. Bennett Kanaly, Bridgton, Maine. 
PIONEER INN and CAMPS 
'l'tie Main u ouee 
On Woods Lake Facing Pleasant Mountain 
BRIDGTON 
H<'ll<'ht>d by Roosevelt llighwny, Route 18 
Comfor tublo <'amps with hath, open fire nnd ell'ctric lights. Cen tru l 
dining cnmp with lx-st of foocl and service. (;o!f, t enn l s, nrchery, 
fishing, boating, bnthin ', a rocreu t ion ramp for du nciug und enter 
K~~~~11~nt~n te;loo~ietfo .. ai .50 Iteduc1•d ru tes June, Sept.. Oct. 
Trains met by auto (Open May 25 to Oct. 1). In the foot- 
hills of the White Mountah.s. Many nearby lakes, streams 
and mountains. Christian Patronage 
J,. J. PII{E, Dridi.-ton, l\fnine Tel. Bridgton 124-4 
THE ARCADE 
NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE 
For p OJ)IP ophlsticntrcl \•11011gh to l lkr- simplicity n nd comfort. 
Booking July nnd Sept. u rust nlrencly flllPd. 
3.50 a <lay W<•<•kly rates 
rHARRISON HOTEL- ,~ft~e:f~~ of America" 
co u 1 iti(l to Nice 1'1opl1 
0 1,0 'G J,AIU~, IIARJU, 0. , IAINE 
\11 ports; <' Cl'll"'1t tublt- 
"A. tt om« 11wa11 from 
Hat :uso p<'r da mul up___ 0. , l\lnnng~ 
In writing to nd vert.isera, pleuse mention "~laine Invite You" 
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PROCTOR HOUSE 
NAPLES, MAINE 
Also CAMPS, BUNGALOWS, COTT AGES 
ACCOMMODATES 100 GUESTS 
Fishing - You Will Like It - Boating 
All sports. Lots of 
fun. Prices reason- 
able. It's the place 
you have been hop- 
ing to find. Good 
rates. Golf, Tennis, 
Boating, Bathing, 
Fishing, D a n c in g 
Casino. If you would 
like such a place 
send for booklet to 
Charles W. Proctor 
CHUTE HOMESTEAD AND CAMPS 
NAPLES, MAINE 
This lovely old homestead 
facing Long Lake and the 
White Mountains w 1 t h 
thirty bungalows and 
camp cattered among 
it 200 acres of wood- 
lands and lake bore , 
completely turn! bed with 
every modern convenience 
is one of :\.laine's most 
populur family re. ort . 
Rat 4.00 to 6.00 
per day 
Booklet Gentile Clientele 
Jame C. Chute, Prop. 
OVERLOOK FARM and CAMPS 
CASCO, MAINE 
Atop Mayberry Hill with a 
Superb View of Beautiful Thompson Lake 
Here i · the vncntion spot mprerne. :llnin house, brimming with 
ho.·pitulity nnd chn rm, 'everal unique camps. All rooms, clean. airy 
n nd comfortnbly fnrni ·hed. Hot u nd cold wa ter : buth. Brond v ran- 
du: : r crentlon room tor dancing par tios, music nnd entertainment. 
Congeninl, fun loving people. UnexceIlod table. F'ine ba thing b ach 
clo. e by: ob tncle g-olf, bou t lng, fi!lhing, hiking, mountain climhing. 
Golt course. nearby. You cun he a st rcnuous or quiet n. you wish. 
High altitude; 01:e ot Mn ine ' most murv -lous combinations ot 
lake , forest, mountain and country Ide. :w mile from Portland. 
Write for folder and detailed information 
Open the year round Mrs. C. A. Walker, Proprietor 
STONE HOME WATERFORD, MAINE On Route 35 
• ·enr Keok· Lake, which i wel l stoeked with red-spot trout end 
black I.Ju • :IIodern convent nc . 01• n :llny 20th to Oct. 15th. 
Adult 21.00 JI r w ek, Speclnl fomily rnte cnn be arranged. 
( hr! tinn pa t ronnue. (Tel. 14-25, IInrri on. l 
• "ELLIE U. 'TO~"E, Proprietor '.Y_A_!ERFORD, 1\lAI E 
SEBAGO LAKE HOUSE 
SEBAGO LAKE, MAINE 
, even ti en mil trom Port Inn· I on '.\lnin '1 most beau tltul lake. 
:llo<l rn, homelike. Featuring plendid food, good rooms and bathe. 
almon and ba fi hlng , tennl , etc. Rooms 1.50 per day, $2.00 
two in room. 1 - 22 per week .American plan. 
:II. E. WOOD, Propri~tor. 
HEAD'S ELM HOUSE AND CAMPS 
o.. BA y or .  \.PLE . • UTO ROUTE 11 
E. cell nt fi hlng , bout ine unrl ba tluug. F'Iv • minute • walk to 
golf link . omtortnhl r om or nrtvn te cuhln . lodern con- 
venience . Goo4I home cooke11 food, Yl'getnhle , mil , er nm, etc., 
from our own form nnd rluiry. H a onuble rate11. HOQklPt. 
CHARLE. A. IIE.\.I>.~p. • .\Pl,E , • I INE 
TRUNDY SPRING FARM HOUSE 
BL TO.·, l:\.L E, • "EAR not:TE 4 
Beautiful had tr e , lnwne and !lower , t nnls, archery, quolt11, 
croquet, etc. ,\ pond for swlmmln , boatlni: end fi1h1nr. Table 
uppll d with the b t of food. Write for booklets. 
Rat• $1Ui0 to 4.00 per day; 21.00 to 25.00 ~r w •k 
P. O. ~orham, ~laine, n.. •. D. o. 3 
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For over thirty years artists have been 
coming to Monhegan, attracted by 
the wild beauty of the place, many 
coming year after year and building 
~~---- summer home . The surf after a 
storm is wonderful beyond de cription. 
Between Monhegan and Pemaquid Point, which i on 
the mainland, was fought the hi Lorie ea battle be- 
tween the Engli h brig, "Boxer," and the American 
brig, "Enterpri e," in the War of 1812. 
Camden and Penobscot Bay 
Eight mile northward along its hore from Rockland 
tands Camden, a delightful village over which the blue 
Camden Mountains, which dominate this we tern bay 
shore, stand like ent.inels. Through the glen about the 
bases of the e mountains lie the r utes of several beauti- 
ful drives which wind by sequestered lakes, over rolling 
hills and beneath the boughs of luxuriant forests. 
Back from the shore rise the Camden Mou11tains amid 
the glory of forests and lakes. The vacation colony is 
exceptionally joyous here, whether it lives close to and 
upon the water or inland among the rural charms . 
Bangor,,, The Queen City of the East 
Bangor, 60 mile from the sea, terminal of navigation 
on the Penobscot, is one of the chief citi of Maine in 
point of population and trade importance. Handsome 
re idence on broad, haded treet are home of wealthy 
and influential citizen of the late. The ocial order i 
characterized by good ta te and ho pitality. Excell nt 
hotels are found here and the city iq a di tributin<Y point 
to th playground of the ea tern Maine bore, north rn 
and ea tern wood and lake re ion , and to tho which 
lie b yond th internati nal fronti r. It i cl by th 
famou Bangor almon pool from which the firqt ea 
almon aught in the prin nt each y ar to th 
Pr ident of the nitcd tat 
Clo e at hand are the brilliant pl a ur coloni of 
Lu ·rne·in- ain Bnr Harbor al Harbor, 11orth a t 
Harbor, Man t, and outhw t Harbor, wh r \' r , 
attraction of a modern um mer r rt i off r cl. 
m ntl n" InTit You" 
At Seal Harbor, four miles from Northeast Harbor, 
there is another summer settlement, from which the 
romantic country adjacent to Jordan Pond is reached by 
a road from the shore direct! y into the mountains. 
In a tiny burial ground at Hulls Cove side by side, lie 
the bodie of Bartholomew and Marie Therese Gregoire, 
who once owned all Mount Desert, with its 60,000 acres 
(Continued on Page 100) 
In writln~ te n.dverti11en, ple&l'le mention "Maine Invite11 You" 
Bar Harbor, long rated as one of the famous water- 
ing places of the world, is the gathering place each sum- 
mer for prominent people. Diplomats and other distin- 
guished foreign visitors lend the eclat of their presence 
and the vivacity to youthful society that the presence of 
their entourages gives. 
Entertainment, hospitality, enjoyment-these are three 
cardinal principles on which Bar Harbor is founded. 
One of the finest outdoor swimming pools in the 
countr-: is that of the Bar Harbor Swimming Club, 
which also maintains excellent tennis courts. 
Walter Hagen says that the Kebo Valley Club has 
one of the finest and most sporty golf courses of the 
country. It lies at the foot of the mountains of Acadia 
National Park. 
"Northeast Harbor" and "Seal Harbor" are situated 
on the southern shore of Mount Desert, directly across 
Somes Sound from Southwest Harbor. Perhaps the 
greatest attraction is the wooded mountains that rise 
back of dreamy little villages which, with modest dwell- 
ings and little chapel, are a scene of rest, close to nature. 
Behind the villages are Asticou, Brown, Little Brown 
and Sargent mountains, and on the western side of 
Somes Sound are Robinson, Flying Mountain, Dog and 
the two Western mountains. The Sound and other shel- 
tered arms of the sea, make attractive sailing for plea- 
sure boats, and there is plenty of cod and haddock fish- 
ing off shore, and inland ponds well stocked with salmon 
and trout are easily accessible. A golf club, swimming 
pool, a library, and NeighLorhood house, open to both 
summer and all-year residents, add to the attractions of 
life here. 
Along the Ocean Drive 
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BROWN'S CAMPS 
A SPORTING LODGE ON LAKE KEZAR 
FHteen miles north of Fryeburg, Maine 
IN THE SHADOW OF THE WHITE MOUNTAINS 
Located among the pines on the lake shore. Twenty- 
three cabins each with fireplace, electric lights, modern 
baths and comfortable beds. Dining in the new cen- 
tral lodge. Best of food. Fresh vegetables from our 
own gardens. Good salmon and black bass fishing. 
Golf, sandy beach, tennis, all sports. 
Rates $5 to $7 daily. Special weekly rates. American plan. 
Season May 1 to Oct. 1 ·write for booklet 
llarold E. Severance, Owner-1\Ianager Centre Lovell, J\faine 
Farrington~~ CaIUp~ on Lake Kezar 
In the foothills of the White Mountains 
Salmon, bass and 
pickerel fishing. Fine 
bathing beach, tennis, 
golf, canoeing, trap and 
skeet shooting. A vaca- 
tion here is sure to be 
an enjoyable one. 
Booklet and rates 
on request 
W. H. FARRINGTON CENTER LOVELL, l\IAINE 
CAMP PINES 
located at one of the most beautiful spots on Lake 
Kezar. Come here for one day or all summer. Rest, 
play or fish where fishing is good. 
E.G. HUBBARD LOVELL, MAINE 
le o N I F E R oN LAKE KEZAR Here you will find hospitality and good rood within the door electricity, bath and fireplace in the cottages, recreation i~ and on the lake, beauty in the mountain view, g o lf within a mile, and rates within reason. LOVELL l\lr. and Mrs. Edward S. Davey MAINE 
GILMORE CAMPS 
KEZAR LAKE FRYEBURG, l\IAI1'TE 
The individual homelike atmosphere combined with the 
sports, delicious food and location will make a lasting 
impression. Rate $15-$21. Booklets on request. 
T. R. GILI\IORE, :\lgr. 
YE OLDE INN 
is a comfortable, homelike and pleasing place to stay In the 
delightful village or . . . . . 
FRYEBURG, among the foothills of the lVHITE :\IOUNTAIN 
Rates reasonable Accommodations sati.afact<>f11 
Mrs. B. S. Page 
FRYEBURG 
Beautiful, Picturesque Old Maine Village 
Has retained the typical atmosphere of a farming community 
in spite of the thousands of summer visitors who come to 
camp along its streams and beside its many ponds. 
Located in the Saco River valley, 50 miles from Portland, 
in the foothills of thr, White Mountains. 
Six boys' and girls' camps, accommodating several hundred 
boys and girls, two fi"e hotels, numerous old colonial houses 
open for tourists and many public camps and cottages on 
the ponds make it easy for visitors to find the kind of 
accommodation they desire. 
Fryeburg offers much to the vacationists: brook trout fish- 
ing in the streams, pickerel, bass and white perch fishing in 
the many ponds; safe, clean, sandy beaches for bathing; 
interesting mountain trails for the hiker and good deer 
hunting for the hunter. 
Here is the home of Fryeburg Academy where Daniel 
Webster once taught, one of the best equipped and most 
modern academies in the State. 
For information write to 
Fryeburg Publicity Bureau Fryeburg, Maine 
Enjoy a real vacation where you may golt, flsh, rld«, play tennis, 
etc., or take a needed re t nruld the Jorie of Muine'e lakes and 
mountains. 
Lots of wholo ome food, all modern convenlenre , trnnwlr-n ts welcome, 
Chri tian Clientele Booklet ,J. E. I ALEE, Prop. 
IDEALLY SITU TEIJ ON BEAUTil<'UL 
LAI'E PENNESSEEW ARSI<JE 
LAI<:E~IDE I ORWAY, IAI E 
The Shepard Camps Norway, Mai~ 
(Th<' senson ~lay 1 to Oct. 1) 
FIVE IIAPPT 10 TII 
In cnbln: d!r1·ctiy on shore 
Lake Pi'~N~LS EEWAS. hE 
where gnmey r!'d. pot trout 
(50,000 legul I ng th trout 
plu n tr-d th<• pust 14 month ) 
abound in nil Its five m ilea 
of scenlc !ovellne 9. C >01 
cryatn l wuter with boating 
1111<! ha thing afe for even 
t he kldcl!r ! , "ine hole golf 
cour e, Tuhle un . cell d, our 
own milk, cronrn and vege- 
t nhle . SP1Hl for hook! t. 
I'rivn te c n h i n , fireplacr, 
board at $25.00 to :15.00 
m-r we .. k. 
(0,mtinuea from Page 91) 
and scenic beauty unsurpassed in 
Maine. They died in poverty! 
Tradition tells that the Norsemen 
paid a visit here early in the 
eleventh century, when history re- 
cords the round towers at Newport 
and the Fall River. There is a lapse 
in the history of Mount Desert till the year 1688, when 
the King of France granted to Antoine de la Motte 
Cadillac the whole of Mount Desert, and adja t 
islands. 
Cadillac died in 1719 without having taken posses- 
sion, but in 1786 Madame de Gregoire and her husband, 
Bartholomew, laid claim to the estate and in their be- 
half Thomas Jefferson and LaFayette interceded to the 
General Court of Massachusetts, which at that time had 
jurisdiction over the territory, and in 1787 the grant 
was given upon which all the titles of real estate in Bar 
Harbor and vicinity are based today. 
Mount De ert, although an island, is connected at 
Trenton with the mainland by a modern cement bridge 
that is a part of the plendid roads that characterize the 
locality. 
All of this territory i a part of or adjacent to Acadia 
[ational Park with it mountain highway of ea y grades 
to the summit of Cadillac Mountain. 
Deer I le is a place of urpri ing charms. Though 
located in the very center of the Penobscot Bay re ort 
region, Deer I le has been le s exploited than most ec- 
tion of the Maine coast. About twelve miles long, and 
from a few rod wide in one place to ix mil in an- 
other, thi i land invite the friendline of all who dwell 
for any 1 ngth of tim within it confin s. cattered 
cottage and ummer coloni are found here and there, 
but the i land as a whole r tain much of its primitive 
character. 
PAPOOSE POND CAMPS Hout 11 lnlnf': 
100 
We Journey Inland 
'f he Sebago and Long Lake Region 
The Sebago and Long Lake Regions which embrace 
Windham, Raymond, North and East Sebago, South 
Casco, Naples, Bridgton and Harrison is one of the most 
beautiful water-sheds in New England, a region that 
attracts the sportsman and vacationist, the artist, author 
and poet; and a mecca for thousands of automobile 
tourists from early April, when the ice first leaves the 
numerous lakes, until ice again forms over their surface. 
Fishing in the Spring, motoring, boating, bathing and 
recreations in the Summer, and hunting in the Fall. 
In this natural playground there are scores of lakes 
varying in size from Sebago Lake with its 80 square 
miles of surface which, in connection with the other 
waterways, form a great thoroughfare for a number of 
counties, to lakes of hut two and three square miles. 
Nearly all of these lakes are connected with one an- 
other by small streams, which in themselves are one of 
the region's most picturesque assets. 
(Continued on Page 108) 
THE HOMESTEAD 
SYJ,VANl'S POOR ANDOVER, l\lAINE 
For more than 50 ypnrs a summer home for cultured people. 
Mountn in scenery, extonslve adjacent pine woods, 2 lnrge living 
rooms, flreplucos, 5 bu th rooms, our own fnrm product" for table. 
For booklet 11pp1y to SYLVANUS POOR 
CAMP OHUIVO On Thompson Lake OXFORD, l\lAINE 
An Indian name meaning "A Favorite Camping Place" 
17 attrnctive cabtns in cxtonsive pine grove on lake shore. Central 
rllning ha ll . All sports n nd n c .f vi tles. Two tennis courts. Diving 
tlon t, Good fishing. Gentile. Pookiet, 
l\[r. & l\lrs. Rhys H. North Culpeper, Va. (until June 25th) 
SOUTH PARIS INN 
A SMALJ, INN OF DISTINCTION 
45 m!les from Por tla.nd on Route 26. Modern and h o m e lf lce. 
<1olf avallahle at Norway 'tnd Paris Hill Country Cluhs. 
F'o od of rmn ll ty at moderate prices. Afternoon tea d a.l lv. 
l\IBS. ,JOSEPTI P. CATJ,JN SOUTH PARIS. MAINE 
~tanley I. Perham's 
MAINE MINERAL STORE 
Route 26 Trap Corner West Paris, Maine 
Visitors Welcomr 
Corne sec our st ock of choice l\fnine Gems (green tourmalines, 
beryla, tonazos. nmo tnvst s, etc.), our mineral specimens, or the 
qun rr-tr-s from which tlwy come'. 
:'Ifni! orrler s n nrl mr-morn ndn rPq11rstR nt tr-ndod to promptly. 
Bethel Inn 
BETHEL, MAINE 
"The Inn of Individuality" 
All the best features of an exclusive Country Club 
Open all the year 
69 miles from Portland 
An Unusual Inn for Rest and Recreation 
39 miles from Poland Spring 
S. N. Blackwood, Manager 
LAKEWOOD CAMPS 
L«?cated 90 miles north of Portland, l\laine, on Lower 
Richardson Lake, the outlet of the famous Rangeley Lakes. 
A popular resort midst 
beautiful scenery and the 
best fishing and hunting 
section of this region. 
Twenty camps and hotel, 
all with open fire places, 
electric lights, bath with 
hot and cold pure spring 
water. For terms and 
booklet, write to 
E. F. COBURN, Prop. 
P. O. l\fiddledam, l\le. 
Lake House and Camps Lake Umbagog- UPTON, l\lAINE 
In the lower 
Rangeley Lakes Region 
Best of fishing, hunting, 
boa ting, and woods life. 
Individual cottages, mn in 
dining room. Strictly 
home cooking. Supplies 
from our own farm. P11rc 
spring water. Free 
garage. Open from :\fay 
15 until December 1. 
For your fishing trip, 
or s u m m e r vaca tion 
write for folder and 
information. 
T. A. Durkee 
UPTON, l\lAINE 
IOI 
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L1v1nG THE LIFE OF RILEY 
For a real vacation come to Pinewood Camps, PINEWOOD, LAKEFIELD, PINEHAVEN, on the 
shores of beautiful Lake Anasagunticook. Here you will find the rest and recreation you have 
looked foward to all winter. Unsurpassed home cooking--milk, eggs and vegetables from nearby 
farms. Unique sleeping bungalows--huge stone fireplaces--modern plumbing. Horseback riding, 
swimming, canoeing, golf, tennis, mountain climbing. Bass, trout, salmon fishing. Gentiles only. 
Reasonable Rates Write for Illustrated Booklet 
IPllNIE\\\V[][]IO <C-AMllP§,llN<C. <C-ANlrON, MIAllNIE 
WHAT TO 
SEE IN 
MAINE 
The world's largest manufacturer 
of genuine moccasins is located 
in Maine. You're invited to come 
visit the factory in Wilton. See 
how style, strength and beauty 
are added to genuine moccasin- 
corn+or+ for all kinds of sport. 
Wilton is 70 miles north of Portland at the junction of 
Maine Route 4 and U. S. Route 2. It is easy to get to. We 
promise you a cordial welcome and an interesting time. 
You'll be amazed at the care and skill which are used to 
fashion this famous footwear: 
RANGELEY MOCCASINS 
SPORTOCASINS 
Bear Pond Inn and Camps 
In the 'Vhitc Pine Belt of the Androscoggin Valley 
ld ally situated on beautiful lake front. Tennis, boating 
and hathlng. l\Iodern conveniences. Reasonable rates. 
Send for booklet. 
1,IBBY ANl> TJMGPE NORTH TURNER, ME. 
"COTT AGES AND CAMPS TO RENT" 
11 a ap in! folrl<>r tssued by us in which i11 described and Illustrated 
muny pluce hy the sea ihore nnd at in tertor lakes with accornmo- 
dn t lons or varying chnructer at the price you wnnt to pay. 
A copy will be glndly mail ed you if you will mail a card to 
Ialne Publicity Bureau, G Longfellow quare, Portland, Maine 
G1•ee .. Acres 
1 Canton~ Maine A Friendly place for nice people midst 400 Acres of Forest, Field and Orchard, over- looking Lake Anasagunticook. 
Combines the simplicity of a camp with the essential com- 
forts of an Inn, and the bountiful unlimited products of a 
large farm. Rooms in main house and individual cabins 
with or without bath. Electric lights. 
9 hole Golf Cour se, Two Fine Clay Tennis Courts. 
Good Salmon, bas» and white perch fishing. 
Two good bathing beaches. 
Saddle Horses. 
Canoeing, boating. 
Fine roads in every direction. 
Recreation hall for impromptu dances and parties. 
;J Open all the year ~ Rates $22.75 to $31.50 per week Christian Clientele-Booklet ' L. E. POLAND, Proprietor 
VOTER HILL FARM 
Elevation 1,000 feet. All modern conveniences, large airy 
rooms, comfortable beds. Excellent home cooking. Own 
farm and dairy products. Booklet on request. 
1\IRS. ARTHUR VOTER WEST FARl\llNGTO:N', l\IAINE 
BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS 
In the Rangeley Lakes Region on the Shore of 
.l\looselookrneguntic Lake 
Separate log cabins have bathroom and fireplace. Excellent meals 
in main cabin. Fine salmon and trout fishing. Rt>:!Ch<>d by rail- 
road or automobile. 2000 feet elevation. Xo hay fever. 
SAMUEL EASTWOOD, Proprietor OQUOSSOC, l\LUNE 
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Eleva- 
tion 
2000 
Feet 
No 
Hay 
fever 
Here 
The Playground of Maine 
Rangeley is the ideal family vacation spot. Exhilara- 
ting sports in high altitudes in a superb sc nic setting 
of lakes, mountains and deep forests. Here are the 
most exciting summer sports-three sporty golf 
courses, saddle trails, motor boating, canoeing, camp- 
ing and mountain climbing. The town of Rangeley 
boasts smart shops, a bank, library, churches, ga- 
rages and a modern theatre. 
Renowned for Salmon and Trout fishing. Splen- 
did fly fishing in June and S ptember. Deer, 
Bear, Partridge and Duck shooting. 
Ultra hotels, and camps with very 
modern convenience. Also motor 
and overnight camp cottages. 
Tenting sites. Rates to suit 
every purse. Come to Rangeley 
over new black roads. A wel- 
come awaits you! Information 
_.,~,Jljlg~,\ requests quickly answered. 
Rangeley Lakes 
Publicity Association 
Rangeley, Maine 
BOX 00 
THIS 
NEW 
PICTORIAL 
BOOKLET 
IS FREE 
WRIT£ fOR 
In writing to udvert.i r , pl 
(Oo11ti11ued from Page 101) 
Raymond and outh Cas1;0 on the shores of ebago 
Lake about half an hour' run from Portland are typical 
Maine vill aae po ti ·al in a tting of ancient elm - 
qui t, restful and attractive to the ummer visitor seeking 
vacation joy . They arc on the Theodore Roosevelt 
Int rnational Highway from Portland to the White 
Mountain and offer excellent accommodations for the 
touri t and plenty of aood whole ome outdoor ummer 
port. On 1 ordan' Ri\'cr i 1 ated one of the tate' 
fi. h hatcherie . 
Naple i a popular e ort for a ummer's outi er 
with every facility for enjoying fi. hing, camping, boat- 
ing, bathing and pure mountain air. For the ha fi h- 
errnan, no better port can be found than in the reaion 
of whi h :.. rapl i the nter; the nearby pond and 
lake are tocked every year with almon and r d pot 
trout. 
The town of a co 1 hord red by five great pond 
or Iak ~, ach a favorite spot with vacationist , fi hing 
nthu iast . and autoist . 
Bridgton and Harrison 
Br idzton and Harri on at the head of Long Lak and 
border inz Hisrhland Lak arc farnou r: nt r for vaca- 
tioni t and it wa in th e town that the fir t ho · and 
girl umm r camp idea wa carr ied out with ucce . 
Thi r aion off r charming c n ry with O\' r a doz n 
beautiful lake within it hord r , and pictur qu little 
trcarn and rapid arc numcrou . Ea h body of wat r 
ha it pecial charm of varying horc . miniature 
i land and wonderful vi w of the White Mountain 
hn 
Mrs. Fred B. Whitin, Ownership-Management 
111 ntion "l\luii1 You" 
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Russell's Tourist Camps- 
Tourist and housekeep- 
ing camps on shore of 
Rangeley Lake, by day 
or season. Each camp 
has running water, flush 
toilets, electric lights, 
stoves and fuel. Boating, 
bathing, large grounds 
for amusements. 
Mrs. J. A. Russell RANGELEY, MAINE 
-· 
BADGER'S DODGE POND CAMPS 
e SPRINGTIIUE FISHING? Fine fly-fishing in Dodge 
Pond Pool as soon as the ice is out, also Round Pond 
just back of the camps. Larger lakes reached in ten 
minutes by auto. Come in early May and June. You 
will catch Ash. 
e SUl'HlUI<:ll VACATIONS? Individual Cabins, baths, 
hot and cold water, electric lights, stone fireplaces and 
screened in porches. 15 miles of hiking trails, 3 golf 
courses close by, boating, bathing and tennis. Central 
Dining Hoom. 
e FALL FISHING? Splendid fly fishing in September 
right up to Oct. 1 when bird shooting begins. Glorious 
weather with beaurtiful fall foliage. 
Address for rates and booklet, Frank L. Iludger, Prop. 
It A N G E L E Y L A IC: E S , 1\1 A I N E 
M OUNTAIN VIEW llOTEL AND CABINS 
On Rangele11 Lake, "The Head of the Jlangele11 Chain" 
IIA VEi\ FOR HAY I•'EVER 
SUFFERERS 
Private cabins with tlreplace, 
modern conveniences. ;\JC'als in 
main house. Fishing, boa ting, 
bathing, mountuin cl imb ing. 
Three golf oourses within fif- 
tPf'n minutes. Rail station 
()quossoc. 126 miles from 
Portland, Routes 3-4-16. Rates 
based on type o! accommodations. Booklet and informution gladly sent. 
Furler same munagcmen t us :\looselookmeguntic House 
2rederick B. Burn~Assistant l\Jgr. __ l\Iountain View, l\Iain~ 
Lake View Farm and Tourist Camps 
Fi-.hing, Uouting, Tennis, Golf, Riding, l\Iountain Climbing 
'1uin House: Steam heat, electric lights, all modern conveniences. 
Irrdivl dua l Cabins: Flush toilets, electric Iight.s, gas or wood 
stun for cooking. Folder, 
~A~(mLii:Y 1,fl\.ES, l\lAINE Lynwood Ellis, Prop. 
RANGELEY, 
MAINE 
Ideal place for rest and recreation. On the north shore 
of Rangeley Lake commanding an excellent view or 
ah l n l n g waters and evergreen shores. Hay fever is 
unknown. 
NORTH CAMPS 
AXEL E. HERNHORG. Prop. 
SAGAMORE LODGE 
AND CAMPS 
Quimby Pond, Rangeley Lakes 
"~est fly fishing in the Rangeley Region." Native square 
~ail trout for fly fishing only. "\Vithin half an hour motor- 
mg. drstance of excellent trout and salmon trolling and fly 
~!~~~i~g~~ lakes and streams. Fall hunting for deer and 
Tennis, golf, mountain climbing. 
A "homey" camp away from home, 2,000 feet above sea level 
no hay feve~, .our own garden .. Au_tomobile road to camp. Garage'. 
Central _dm1ng room, electric l ig hts, fireplaces, private baths. 
$4.00 to $<>.00 a day. Weekly rates. Booklet. Restricted clientele. 
P. 0. SAGA:\lORE LOUGE RANGELEY LAKES, l\IAINE 
MINGO SPRINGS, INC. 
Hotel and Private Bungalows with Hotel Service 
ON RANGELEY LAKE 
Catering especially to families 
All refined people welcome 
The hotel owns and operates its own golf course 
Saddle Horses, Tennis, Boats, Canoes and all Water Sports 
Absolutely Free From Hay Fever 
Rates Reasonable 
Apply John H. Cottrell, Pr""'· Ilnngelt-y, lUnlne 
IO<) 
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r Woru~b;;An Ideal, Not a Mere Name 
REGISTERED U.S. PAT OFF. 
Worulllho Manufacturing 
Lisbon Falls., ~laine 
CoIIIpany 
Since 1865 the Worumbo Mill has been 
producing woolen fabrics. Today, the name 
Worumbo is known throughout the United States 
as being synonymous with woolen fabrics of the 
highest quality obtainable, combining smartness 
and exclusiveness with comfort, warmth and 
luxury. 
Pleasant Island Lodge and Cottages I 
IX THE RA.1."'GEUf.Y LAl{ES REGION 
FISHING, HUNTING, VACATION 
Twenty-t~o log ca btns for two to tw lve 1> op! nil mod rn 
conveniences-in the big \\ oocl on the h or of l" ut lf'u l 
Cu psu pt ic L lee. • ·o more delightful pince in l\fnin to t<p nd 
a vacation to ftsh for trout and almon-to h lk -golf t n- 
nl -to go mountain cllmhlng-hunt in the fall or ju t pl In 
Joa!. C'entral dining hall. Lnrg !Of:" lodge for rt crent lou, 
Fine golf cours clo e hy. Foorl or unusual ·p 11 -nc . 
'Yrite for new illn ... t rnt ed fol<lt•r. 
II W• ton r. Toothaker 
II I 
THE BARKER and CABINS 
)IOO~BLOOIDIEGl. "TI L.\liE, R GELEY, .LU. 'E 
II2 
GOLF 
TENNIS 
BOATING 
ORCHESTRA 
FISHING 
DANCING 
WATER SPORTS 
SADDLE HORSES 
~ngeley (ake CJeotel 
An outstanding American resort hotel with a de- 
lightful Christian atmosphere appealing to the 
discriminating. Cottages for families desiring 
privacy; meals from hotel. References exchanged. 
Cool invigorating summer climate at an elevation 
of 1600 feet. No hay fever. Balsam laden 
ozone. Equipped airport and suitable landings 
for largest passenger hydroplanes. 
"A Great Heritage of Beauty and Scenic Loveliness is Ours" 
Through Train Service from New York 
New illustrated folder 
Fine State Roads 
Charles B. Day, Managing Director 
Rangeley Lakes Maine 
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Readfield Depot, l\Ie. 
KAMP PEACOCK Nine coz~0~a!ary cot- 
tages set well apart to in- 
sure privacy, modern con- 
veniences, electric lights, 
Franklin fire-places, set 
close to water's edge on 
beautiful Lake Maruuacook. 
Dainty dining room, deli- 
cious home cooking, run- 
ning spring water to each 
cottage. Archery, boat: g, 
canoeing, croquet, tlshing, 
golf, horseback riding, 
horse-shoe pitching, swim- 
ming, sand beach, tennis. 
Guaranteed to be as described in 16 page booklet. A delightful 
place for those wishing to spend their vacation in quiet, restful 
surroundings. Gentiles ,~.!L· Long distance phone. May 25 to Oct. 25. 
CHASE'S CAMPS 
On Torsey Lake, widely known for its small-mouth black bass fish- 
ing. Pleasant cabins with fireplaces and b~ths, cl_ub-house,. cen~ral 
dining room. Food of finest quality and wide variety. Swtmmtng, 
canoeing, tennis, riding, golf nearby. Reasonable ra tea. Booklet. 
I. D. CHASE READFIELD, l\IAINE 
SPRUCE POINT CAMP 
MT. VERNON, MAINE 
Main Dining Room, separate Cabins, with open fires and running 
water. Tennis, boating, fishing. Booklet. 
Webster Chester, Prop. lVATERVILLE, l\IAINE 
(After June 20, Mt. Vernon) 
POLAND SPRING HOUSE 
SOUTH POLAND, MAINE 
Overlooking a wide expanse of lakes and mountains and 
offering genuine New England hospitality which has earned 
a reputation for the Poland Spring House in almost every 
part of the world. 
Opens June 22-Closes Late September 
Also 
THE MANSION HOUSE 
Opens May 25-Closes Late October 
THE HOME OF POLAND WATER 
(Continued from Page 108) 
range in the background. Canoeing and bathing are 
sports much enjoyed, and the bass fishing is excellent. 
Fryeburg and Lake Kezar 
Fryeburg is associated with the first efforts of our 
distinguished American statesman, Webste£, and our 
illustrious poet, Longfellow. Webster taught at the 
Fryeburg Academy, eking out his modest salary of $350 
a year by copying deeds for the county registry; Long- 
fellow's first poem, written at the age of thirteen, h d 
for its theme "Lovewell's Flight," a sanguinary battle in 
which thirty-three white men engaged one hundred In- 
dians upon the shore of the pond in Fryeburg which 
bears the name of the white leader, Lovewell. 
Fryeburg is just coming into its own as a center for 
winter sports activities, with ski and snowshoeing trails, 
toboggan slides and skating areas. 
Fifteen miles over a good road from Fryeburg, 
through the pine woods and along ridges that overlook 
beautiful lakes and the peaks of the White Mountain 
ranges, is the quiet country village of Lovell. Lake 
Kezar, which Lovell borders, is over nine miles long, 
and in some places a mile wide, well stocked with sal- 
mon, small mouthed bass, pickerel and the like, and fur- 
nishes good, safe bathing and boating. Mount Wash- 
ington, Kearsarge, and a dozen other peaks of greater 
or le degree are in full view, and the long range of 
foot-hills continues to make the environments of this 
village among the finest. Within the limits of the town 
are Mount Reho, McDaniels Hill, Christian Hill, and 
l\Iount Sebato . This last named is one of the many 
marvel of the tate, as here may be seen a cliff that is 
practically perpendicular for a distance of more than 
250 feet. It can be caled on the ide by a peculiar for- 
mation of teps known as the Devil's Staircase. Mount 
ebato 1 900 feet high and with its tremendous cliff 
is one of the great sights of this section. 
Lewiston,,, The Textile City 
Lewiston, Maine's second large t city, i in the heart 
of the Andro coggin river valley amid beautiful hills 
and tream . It i the c nter of a fishing and orcharding 
(Continued on Paoe 1!~) 
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TALLWO 
~IARANACOOI{. MAINE 
0 D 
Twice the Diversions of any Resort in Maine 
Excellent food. Snappy music, dancing daily, tennis, motion 
pictures, golf, bowling, canoeing, launches, bathing, saddle 
horses, game fishing, bridge. Cabin or Night Club a la carte 
service. Airplane service, quoits, horseshoes, swings, baseball. 
Famous spring water. NO HAY FEVER. 
Sam '\V. Patterson. Prop. 
Rates $30 and $35 weekly. American plan. Open May I st 
to September 15th. Accommodates 300. 20 furnished cot- 
tages, $150.00 to $300.00 season. Gentile clientele. Send 
for free booklet. 
Table supplied from Tallwood farm. 
On beautiful Lake 
Maranacook. A delight- 
ful vacation home with 
Simmons Beautyrest for 
slumber comfort. 
Every summer 
diversion 
Best 18 hole golf 
course in Maine 
available. 
Booklet WINTHROP MAINE 
Mrs. George Nobis 
Box 400, 'Vinthrop, Maine 
Rates $20 to $35 weekly 
Including meals 
JACKSON'S CAMPS 
ON LAKE CODBOSSEECONTEE 
Splendid Bnas Fishing, Trout, Snlmon, Pickerel and Per.ch. Modern 
cabins, central dining room, ;:-ood men ls, Boats, Ba thing, Tennis. 
I> minutes to 18 hole Golt Course. Booklet. 
ASA JACI\:SON, Prop. WINTHROP, l\IAINE 
LAKE ANNABESSACOOK FARM 
Modern conveniences; pleasant, airy rooms. Excellent 
home cooking. Plenty of milk, cream, fresh eggs and 
veg tabl s. Fishing, bathing and tennis. 
srus. PERCY MAXWELi, WINTHROP, lUAINE 
Maranacook Hotel and ANNEX COTTAGES 
Weekly Rates 
Amerlcnn Pinn 
Cottage Rooms $15.00 and $16.00 
Hotel Rooms $16.00 and $19.00 
,2.00 Extra when rooming alone 
A Modern Hotel containing 35 rooms, accommodating 75, 
also 1~ .Annex Cottages accommodating 100, with a beautiful cen- 
tral dining room seating 200, all picturesquely situated on the 
shore front. Unexcelled table. Famous spring water. 
A!11u.sements: pancing,. Bowling, Pool, Boating, Canoeing, 
F1shmg-, Bathmg, Springboards, Tennis, Croquet, Quoits. 
Golf and Saddle Horses available 
Garages. Traina met. New booklet on request. 
LAKE MARANACOOK, MAINE 
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HA5 tttucn of 
H ISTORI( LUR£ 
I 
===;i 
CRYSTAL SPRING CAMPS 
• "ote1l for it· nn t ura l pr ing s 111111 Jocntion. Excr-lh-n t fishing, water 
norts, mnln dining hall, Indlvtdun l C'UIJin'<, open tlrepluc , modern 
pl umhi ng. tiooktet . 
..'\I. C. HHYAX, Prop. BELGR,\Dl~ J,.\.IU!:S, ..'\IAIXE 
I 
W A ~~~8;~:1r.~ ,~Pi~~.L£~ ~f~,IN s IIou eke ·pin!! culnn Inr 4, fl or p1•rsons hy rlny, Welk or month. nood ti hlng, uon ttnc, hathl11i:: Ewrythilll! furn! hetl with enhins. ltpa nnu hl e rntr-s. \\·r1t1• for booklet, 
LEO •. K WATSO .. 
l~.: .... }2.:_I~ ~ ·e,~!:oihuron,~le. 
HILLSIDE CAMPS 
HLLGIL\I)E L.U(hS, 'L\l~-1~ 
Hon tine. Flshl11 • <iolf, '1'1·1111. , :\Iotori ·~. Cu noeiuu 
Eli.:ht1•en <'oz~· camp·- central d in i njr hall. ~:111dy hP:t!'h. F'rr-sh 
H'l.:Ptah!Ps, Tlain· products Finl' n ru-sluu wt-ll wu u-r. ElPctric 
light>. IJpcu :\In~· I to Octolwr I. HooklPt 
,J.BJES FOUBES. I~roprietor 
SNUG HARBOR CAMPS 
ON GUEAT J,AKE, ~'ORTH BEI,GR.\.I>E, ..'\LUXE 
.Tn t t he pl11CP for your vuca t ion. Fishin1!-B•1.,1tini.: Bn thtng, 
The IJe t huss fisltini::. Fly fi ·hini.: for bass .Iune l st to ~0th. Also 
trout n111l salmon. no()(l hP1ls, hom« cooking n nd morh-rn su n t tu t ion. 
HPa onable rate . \Yrite for informntion . 
..'\lnurice II. I>eerini.:- ..'\lur jo!~e A. Ueeri'!_g 
JAMAICA POINT CAMPS 
On Great Pond, Largest of Belgrade Lakes 
Celebre ed for boss, trout end salmon fishin . Idea vocation 
spot. lr-dividue! cabins 3 to 5 roo=is. R ... nninq water, 
e'ec ric ligh s end oe ~s. $28.00 and up. Boots. canoes and 
guides furr'shed. A I ou -door sports. Urexcelled food. All 
toble prod.ic s from ~ur own form. Accommodations for 75. 
Write •or folder. 
Daniel M. Marshall, Mgr. OAKLAND, MAINE 
1-- 
Belgrade Lake Camps are one of the oldest well- 
e?tablished camp~ in. the Belgrade region, and, being 
situated on a large island, off er an ideal Yacation to 
those who wish for the real outdoors. Individual 
cabins with electric lights, open fires, and modern 
plumbing. Central dining hall. Boating, bathing, 
tennis. Golf nearby. Trout, ~almon, perch and bass 
fishing. Folder and rate on reque t. 
Gentile clientele 
R. E. BOOMER, Prop. BELGRADE LAKE , ME. 
BELGRADE LAKE CAMPS 
WOODLAND CAMPS 
'l'HOl"'f, ~ \l,'10~ BEl,\.U,\I)Ji;, I,AJ(ES, ;\L\L 'E BA'-'.;; 
fll'ahl1ful 111m r• ·1ru1 in 11ine ."oocl . black ha· fl hln:::, t nnl . coif, 
hnth1u1.:, lr11!1Yldunl cnllln wrth open fir<' . !Jnth , eleC'tric li::ht , 
h<JnH• cnnklu:::. fre h YPJ.:C'tnl1]Ps nnd rlniry pro•lnct . ~nrut:••. T I. 
~ijt<' for hooklet nnd rntf' . ('. II. 1'11'\'L "(~1~ 
LAKESHORE HOTEL 
and CM'IPS 
0.. I.OXG L\.J\:E- 
BEL(;H.\I>E L.\l(E . 
<'ool and comfortnhlP lobbl". 
"hndPd \'t•ran<ln o\·erlook- 
111::: Long Lake. 10 r )Ill 
with privnte l>nth 
• '011-hou ek pin::: lmn:::alow , 
hou ek plui:: cot ni::r . Ex- 
CPlient nn , ."nlmon and 
Trout fl bing. • ·e rb.r Golf. 
l'inp Batl1ln::. 
Outboard ;'\lotor 
and Boat 
!21 
Jn writing to u<hertber"i, pleu-;e nwntion ";'\luine lrn·itt>.., You" 
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(Continued from Page 116) 
cataract. Auburn, 
ju t aero the river, i a city of 
fine home and hand ome, elm· 
-r·"' shaded street and is a city of shoe 
manufacturing. Lewi ton wel] 
known for its textile mill 
Bates College at Lewiston is one of the leading colleges 
in New England, a c - ducational college famed for it 
champion debating team. The e citie are center of 
hydro-electric power production. 
Oxford County Hills 
Oxford County, which, geographically, should in- 
clude the town of Poland in which Poland Spring and 
Summit Spring are located, has long been known as one 
of the scenic regions in New England. The "Oxford 
Hills" is a by-word of comparison in thousands of 
home throughout the length and breadth of the country, 
and the magnet that draws hundreds of southern New 
England and New York people to Maine every summer. 
Canton, on the hore of Ana agunticook is in outh- 
ern Oxford County and pre nt many of it character- 
tic of hill and valleys, lake and tream . 
orway, outh Pari and Pari Hill are enterpri ing 
communitie of cenic attraction and hi toric inter t. 
Lake Penne eewa ee, abounding in ha , wa he the 
hore of the upper end of . 1orway. The old qmr 
farm. the cene of C. A. tephen torie of home lif , 
is on pi ture que ridg in the northern part of the town. 
Bethel i said b ' many to be one of the pretti ... t vil- 
lage in ew England, and anyone who ha driven UJ 
Br ad treet on Bethel Hill in mid- umm r. will not 
qu tion the tatement. The unday and Bear river are 
well-known amcnz the fi hermen around Bethel, and 
they are ea il y acce ible by good road . Broad tr t 
lead up to Paradi e Hill, so-called becau e it i a Ion , 
hard climb to reach the top and the view o excellent 
wh n you u ce d. 
(Continued on Page 1f5) 
In Wl'ifinlC' to ach f'rtl" r , pl 
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LAKERIDGE MANOR 
on one of the beautiful Belgrade lakes OAKLAND, MAINE 
'wimmlng, canoeing, fl hin , 
riding, tennis, golt and- 
IIotel conve nlenc Jn a camp 
envf ronrn nt. omplet pri- 
vacy, hot and cold running 
water in each room, elec- 
t iclty, howera, anitary 
plurnbin , spncloue clothe 
clo t , charming appoint- 
m n ts, and a cuielne spon- 
sored by chete ot wide on- 
tluental experienc • Tl1r11 
Pullman servtc trom New 
York and Bo ton. 
Director, Anna Bernstein Lt'lkln Special ratea to July 15th 
60 East 42nd treet, New Tork City Booklet on r quest 
CLEMENT'S CAMPS 0~~~~D. 
FAMOUS BELGRADE LAKES 
CA~• p 
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BEAR SPRING CAMPS OAKLAND, MAINE 
Situated 01: sa.ndy beach, north end of Great Pond, largest of the Belgrade Lakes. 
Twenty-two individual cabins of two to five rooms. Open fireplaces, bathrooms, and 
electric Jigh ta in every cabin. Fine Bass, Trout and Salmon fishing. Also own private 
trout pond. Garage, Tennis Court, Golf nearby. Guides, and outboard motors. Fresh 
vegetables all season. Rates $4.00 per day or $27 per week. Special rates to large 
parties. Book le t and reference. B. G. MOSHER, Proprietor. 
Poland Spring 
South of Oxford County and east of the Sebago Lake 
region and yet a gateway of both is Poland Spring, one 
of the best known resorts in the world. Its numerous 
attraction , the beauty of its grounds, its baths-among 
the fine t in America-it remarkable golf course, its 
lenni courts, its facilities for boating, bathing and fish- 
ing, are familiar to everyone. o one has truly seen 
Maine without vi itmg Poland Spring and quaffing a 
draught of the superb pring water from the spring 
it elf. 
It may be of hi torical intere t to some to learn that 
the Poland pring Hou e is located on the old home- 
tead e tale of Wentworth Ricker. In 1794, Jabez 
Ricker with hi four ons and six daughters, arrived 
and settled in a small house on the land south of the 
pre ent Mansion House. In 1795, the building com- 
(Oontinued on Page 1~1) 
In writing to ndvertlser , please mention "l\Iaine Invite Yon" 
(Uo nt in uetl from J>age 123) 
Maine Gems and Minerals 
Maine green tourmalines are the State's outstanding 
gem tone and known to collectors the world over. The 
hills around Paris m Oxford County abound m 
"pockets" and the large variety of shadings run m 
greens, blue greens and fine pinks of first quality. 
Rare golden and blue beryls and royal purple ame- 
thysts occur in this section. Besides the region round- 
about Paris, minerals are found in Stoneham, Topsham, 
Auburn, Greenwood, Buckfield and Hebron and include 
topaz, smoky quartz, citrine, quartz, rose quartz, feld- 
par and some 200 other minerals of interest. 
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MAPLE NOOK CAMPS 
On the Beautiful Belgrade Lakes OAKLAND, MAINE 
THE SPORTSMAN'S PARADISE. Excellent fly and 
bait ftshin~ for bass, salmon and trout. Bathing, boat- 
ing, can oerng, ridini:- mounts, tennis and golf. 
Luxuriously furnished cabins, newly constructed-large living 
room, open fire, one or two bedrooms, hot and cold running water- 
every modern convenience. Iden! tumily camps. 
Central dining room-fresh vegeta!Jles. Cuisine by chef of wide 
Pxperience. 
Telephone and telegraph service. Good roads and through pull- 
mnn service from New York or Boston. Garu ga, boats and guides. 
Hntes rensonnbl~pecial rates to July 1st. New Illustrated folder. 
L. E. l"llUELN, Proprlf'tor 
WOODREST CAMPS Oakland, Maine 
On l\IcGrath & almon 
Lakes--two of the Famous 
Belgrade Chain 
N'ine individual, log-type, well 
senara ted cabins in a grove 
on the lake hore. Fireplac s, 
ba ths, creenod porches. CE>n- 
tral dining room. Own dairy 
and garden assures you tre~h 
milk, cream and vegetable . 
Best of home cooked food. 
Best of t!y and bait t! hing 
tor small mouth bass. Boats, 
Motors, Bult, Guides, Tenni1 
Riding and Golt near by. ' 
Booklet 
W. P. awtelle & on, P 
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W. J, LESSARD, Pr(' Skowhegan, lUnlne 
Furnished Cabins with running water, sanitary toilets, some have 
and cold showers, screened porches, Simmons beds. 
Write for folder and rates 
STERLING'S PIERCE POND CAMPS 
CARATU~K 
~1~ 
Hotel S]tng ! 
llti\~\ : 
81NGHAt1 
A new wilderness 
camp with individual 
log cabins, main din- 
ing room and recrea- 
tion building. 
Landlocked salmon 
and square tall trout 
are unusually large 
and gamey in Pierce 
Pond and nearby 
waters. Both stream 
and lake fishing with 
fly or trolling. 
Deer, Bear, Part- 
ridge a n d Duck 
shooting. 
This section has been 
hunted or fished very 
little for 30 years on 
account of inacces- 
sibility, but now 
available. Ra t e s 
$4.00 day, $21.00 
week. 
Saddle horses avail 
able for trip into 
camp. 
Also Hotel Sterling 
in the village. 
TROUTDALE CAMPS 
TROUTDALE, MAINE 
Ralph Sterling, 
Prop. 
Caratunk, J\lainfl 
A beautiful secluded spot 
in Northern Maine, on 
Luke Moxie, just far 
enough back to give you 
the privacy you so much 
desire. Log cabins with 
bath, heat, electricity. 
Our own garden, fresh 
milk. Hates $4.00 includ- 
ing excellent meals, boats, 
canoes and transportation 
to camp. No extras ex- 
cept guides, bait and out- 
board motors. Special 
weekly rates. Booklet. 
BelLr Deer and Partridge Trout and Salmon 
' J. M. Harri.8, Proprietor 
Until May 1st, Dex 83, Waterville, Me. 
MARSHALL 'S The Forks Hotel nnd CablD• "In the Maine Woods" 
Just a small place in the woods on the Arnold highway, route 201, 
about halfway between Portland, Mu ine and Quebec City, at the 
fork o! the Kennebec and Dead rivers. 
Indivicluul cabins with running hot and cold water, bath, fire- 
place, electric lights, and bed equluped with the best o! inner 
spring mattresses. '.\feuls are served in a main dining room, all 
home cooked by Mrs. Marshall who has been doing it !or twenty 
years, and the :\lissus knows her cooking. 
Excellent trout and salmon fishing and good hunting. 
We raise and kill our own chicker , keep State tested cows, 
and have our own vegetable garden to insure freshnC'ss of cream, 
eggs and vegetables at all times. 
Why not join our family of satisllcd summer vi itors? 
Booklet and rates on request. Christian clientetr-. 
FUED L. l\IAR 'HALL THE FORI{S, MAINE 
HEALD POND CAMPS 
JACKMAN, 
!UAINE 
Om r <i. mli , Prop. 
Indlvldua l log cablus 
-central dining room, 
A mer+cau p la n. T·~lec- 
trlc llgh ts and p r l vat e 
baths. 
Trout and salmon 
fishing. Automohll 
road to camp. 1600 
ft. elevation. Booklet 
and rat a on requeat, 
In writing to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invite Ton" 
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HENDERSON'S 
CAMPS 
JACKMAN, MAINE 
Invites you for your 
S um m e r Vacation. 
Fishing, swimming, 
boating, tennis, golf, 
mountain climbing. 
All cabins with pri- 
vate bath, electric 
l ig'h t s. Main dining 
room for all. 
Write for booklet 
Mrs. E. A. Henderson 
- ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS 
JACKMAN, MAINE 
Offers yon an ideal place 
to spend a vacation. 
Lakes, ponds, rivers and 
streams to fish Jn, fine 
sandy but h ing benches. 
Cnnoeing, h .. at ing and 
mountain cl nubi ng. Fly 
and bait fishing. Cabins 
with baths. Rates rea- 
sonable. Booklet and map 
by request. 
RUEL E. HOLDEN, 
Prop. 
CROCKER LAKE CAMPS The Deautiful Lake Am.ong the l\Iountains 
A wouder Iul location among the pines, a 1,\! miles off main highway 
('ome where we'll use vou dght 
lrhcrc you'll get a clrnn bite 
;ind how our stilnuni do fight. 
A ren l plnco to s1H·1Hl n quiet vacation 
,J. D. l\lcl{ENNEY, l\lgr. JACJ{1'1AN, MAINE 
HOLDEN HOUSE AND FARM 
In tho Jl cart of tho great Maine woods, overlooking lake ai:id moun- 
tain ranges, 1200 fel't above ~he sen; dry, cool .balmy air. Ilay 
fever unknown. Hunting, Ilsli+ng, canoeing, bathing. Modern Im- 
provernen ts. \Vrite for pur t iculurs. Gentile clientele. 
John tcrling (Jackman) P. O. Moose River, l\Iaine 
D. T. SANDERS & SON CO. 
Es+abliched 1857 
GREENVILLE, MOOSEHEAD LAKE, MAINE 
Veteran experts e+ outfitting sportsmen with complete equip- 
ment for comping end canoeing trips. We carry the largest 
stock of goods of its type in the state. Ask us for informa- 
tion of ony kind pertaining to this region. Write for our 
folder "Canoe Trips." New route to Quebec just completed. 
Lake Parlin House and Lodges 
~~f!'ste~ou~~ ~fkjac~~~i~,' i~we~~~ 
Heart of the Big Wo od s, on Arnold 
Highway, Route 201, midway be- 
tween Portland and Quebec Cig. 
Individual log cuhius, strictly modern 
with OJ)<'n Iire-pl ace , electric lights, 
baths, hot n nd cold runn ing wu u-r-s- 
where one may n-lux and enjoy a rest- 
ful vacation. :\Ieals served in main 
d in inc-room. 
Trout fishing unexcelled. At Lang Pond, center of several out- 
lying ponds within radius of four miles, and where one is sure of 
catching his limit, we mn in ta in camps and cook to accommodate 
guests, without extra -harge. 
Mountain climbing, bathing, tennis, and golf nearby 
Hay fever unknown 
Rates reasonable with special rates until July 1st. Il lus trn ted 
booklet upon request, Landing fl<>ld at Jackman. 
LAKE PARLIN HOUSE AND LODGES 
H. P. l\lcl{enney, Resident l\Ianager 
Jackman Station, (Somerset County), l\Iaine 
Write for Booklet Box 116 
South Dartmouth, Mass. 
after June 22 
Camp Albans 
ST. ALBANS, MAINE 
Camp for Women 
Big Indian Pond 
ST. AI,BA...'1'S, l\LU~'E 
Special Reduced Rates for UJ35 
ELVA 1\1. PARKER, Director 
OVERNIGHT MOTOR CAMPS 
which have been inspected and approved by the State Department 
of Health are listed and their accommodations described in a 
special folder which will be sent if you request. 
Maine Publicity Bureau Longfellow Square Portland, Maine 
GREENVILLE, MAINE 
ON MOOSEHEAD LAKE 
Is a Good Place to Spend Your Vacation 
....---------------.The Gateway to a Great 
Vacationland. FISHING 
- HUNTING - ALL 
WOODS SPORTS and 
to the Mount Katahdin 
e nd Allagash Regions. 
Write for illustrated 
folder and other 
information to 
E. L. DEAN 
Greenville Maine 
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In writinir to advertisers, pfeaae mention "l\Iaine Invites You" 
(Oontmued from Page 125) 
prising the northwest corner of the present Mansion 
House was commenced. This building was first occu- 
pied in 1796, and during the following year was fin- 
ished as an inn; a signpost was erected at the northwest 
corner with the sign bearing the words: "Wentworth 
Ricker, 1 797." 
The Rangeley Lakes 
One of Maine's u10. t famous chain of inland waters 
is the Rangeley Lakes situated in the western part of 
the State, popular as resorts because of their accessi- 
bility, both by railroad and highway, through Turner, 
Farmington and other gateways. The Rangeley Lakes 
are five in number and are connected by narrow water- 
ways. They are widely known for the purity of their 
air and water, health-giving qualities, remarkable 
beauty, and their great salmon and trout fishing. They 
have an altitude of 1,500 feet above sea level and cover 
an area of about 80 square miles, the center of a won- 
derful lake and forest country, abounding in some of 
the finest fishing that America affords as well as good 
hunting. There is trolling in the lakes and fly fishing 
in Kennebago and Cupsuptic Streams and in the five 
mile Rapid River running from Middledam to Sunday 
Cove. A new highway to be opened in 1935 from 
Oquossoc to Wilson's Mills will open up virgin fishing 
waters and a splendid hunting country. It is the new 
gateway of direct motor travel from the White Moun- 
tains into Northwestern Maine. Beautiful mountains dot 
the surrounding country and there are many rivers and 
streams reached by so e of the best highways in e 
United States. 
Where formerly this entire region knew only the 
flannel woods shirt and heavy clothing worn by men 
who came here to rough it in a log cabin, we now find 
the light summer gowns and sport clothes of summer 
vacation resort society in hotels and camps offering 
every modern convenience and comfort of city homes. 
You may enjoy the romance of living in a log cabin 
but you will have the best of beds, open fires, bath 
rooms and verandas. 
WEST OUTLET CAMPS 
On Moosehead Lake AH the Conveniences of the City In the 
Heart of the Ill~ \Voofh 
(Oontinued on Page 185) 
" to Fish and 
loaf and Dream " 
Faclns the Lake, alon&' the shore of 
Mooaehead, on either el.de of th!• main 
lounge, are grouped 22 .-enulne Lo&' 
Oabin. equipped with two to three bed- 
rooms, continuous hot and cold water. 
bath, ftush tot et. modern plumbing, 
electric ll1rhta; ample wood supply and 
stove for chilly mornln&'s and cool eve- nln1rs. 
A Fillherman'• Paradise. Fighting 
sa lmon and hungry trout-(blg fellows, 
two to ten pounds) and tozue weighing 
6 to 18 pounds can be caught ott our 
shore&-the b111t tlahln&' waters In Mooae- head Lake. 
Be.t Table in the lalnf! \Vood . 
Choice •teaka and chicken, broiled trout 
and salmon, &'reen veg tables and fresh 
dairy nroducte. Excellent aervlce. 
•port.. Canoeing, motor boating 
ba thtng, mountain climbing, blazed-trnii 
hlkln1r; &'Olf and tennis close by. Large 
motor launch at the dlspoaal of guests. 
For thirty yeara the out tanding- resort 
•n Mo08 head Lake 
Referencee required. Gentile. 
Write for new booklet 
l<'llA K A. Mncl{E ZIE, Proprietor 
West Outlet, Maine 
In writing to adverti rs, ptease mention "~laine lnvit OU" 
Photo by Curtis Wright Co. 
SQUAW MOUNTAIN INN 
N MOOSEHEAD LAKE 
A DELIGHTFUL VACATION SPOT 
• The exhilarating glory of woods-lake and mountains-with golf, tennis, 
fishing, bathing, hiking, boating at your door .. 
DELICIOUS FOOD THAT YOU'LL ENJOY 
• Log cabins with bath rooms, hot and cold water, accommodating two or 
more guests are available, in addition to the comfortable modern rooms at 
the INN. 
AS ALWAYS .. NO HAY FEVER 
• Rates from $5.00 per day. American plan. Season May to October. 
Special Spring and Fall Rates. 
Let us send you full information and illustrated booklet 
Squaw Mountain Inn 
PHILIP SHERIDAN, Manager GREENVILLE JUNCTION, MAINE 
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(Continued from Page 132) ... w);,~l The Belgrade Country 
~ ' In Central Maine are the Kennebec 
and Belgrade chains of lakes. They ~ ±: ~ abound in trout. and bass and ha~e 
~~~~-ii-llr:~~1.:~~liii11!1i!.""'•·= gained world-wide fame for their 
charm of scenery. 
Kennebec chain coinpr ises Maranacook (at the foot of 
which is the charming town of Winthrop) Lake Cobbos- 
seecontee and Plea ant Ponds, which find an outlet 
into the Kennebec Hi\er. Lake Maranacook has for 
years been building up a reputation for good bass and 
trout fishing, with ample accommodations at Marana- 
cook at the lower end and Readfield at the upper end 
of this beautiful sheet of water. Torsey Lake, in the 
town of Readfield, has an enviable reputation for the 
size and number of its small mouth black bass. Cobbos- 
seecontee Stream, the outlet of Cobbosseecontee Lake, 
is one of few in Maine offering satisfactory stream fishing 
for black bass. 
Belgrade Lakes chain embracing Belgrade Lakes 
Village, North Belgrade, Rome, Mount Vernon, Vienna, 
Smithfield and Oakland, because of the excellent bass, 
trout and salmon fishing in lakes and streams, pictur- 
esque mountain scenery and unexcelled outing delights, 
offer a pleasing variety of attractions to the vacationist. 
In these lakes remarkable catches of small-mouthed 
bas have been made. Fly-fishing for black bass begins 
the fir t of June and continues into and throughout July, 
and later come on again to hold through the middle 
of September. The fishing in August is as good as any 
sportsman could wish, but is better earlier in the season. 
Of late years the square-tail trout fishing has developed 
rapidly so that it now equals that in many lakes in 
Maine and is fast rivaling the bass attractions for the 
fisherman. 
Oakland is a gateway to the greater part of the Bel- 
grade Lakes region al o reached through Belgrade Vil- 
lage. Mount Vernon is on the western border. 
Following the Arnold Trail 
Due north of the Belgrade Lakes there is found a 
resort that has won nation-wide fame during the pa t 
f cw years. Here, at Lakewood, just a short distance 
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from Skowhegan, and on the direct route via Jackman 
to the City of Quebec, a beautiful summer colony centers 
around a modern theatre where a company of Broad- 
way stars present a series of Broadway stage successes 
throughout the summer season. The Lakewood theatre, 
cottage colony, country clubhou e and golf course are 
on the shore of a charming lake, where water sports and 
fishing are enjoyed. An excellent hard-surfaced high- 
way stretches north from Lakewood through Bingham 
with its famous Wyman Dam and on to Quebec. The 
route is over the so-called Jackman highway throu _ h 
The Forks, named because of the confluence of the wa- 
ters of the Dead River which have flowed down from the 
hills and lakes of Franklin County to join those of the 
Kennebec, which have come from Moosehead Lake. The 
Forks, Lake Parlin and Jackman sections are fishing and 
hunting centers of renown. Parlin and Jackman are 
close to the Canadian line, in a territory of lakes, 
meadow and mountains. The lakes have an abundance 
of trout, land-locked salmon and togue. There are 
partridge, woodcock and other game birds, the woods 
are alive with deer. 
Jackman,,,On the Way to Quebec 
At Jackman an excellent highway extends through a 
wilderness region to Rockwood on the shores of Moose- 
head Lake and across the lake are far famed Kineo and 
Kineo Mountain. 
A fine new highway opened in the summer of 1934 
extends south from Rockwood to Greenville crossing the 
We t and Ea t Outlets of Moosehead which flow into the 
Kennebec river, thence through Squaw Mountain on the 
southern shore of Moosehead Lake. 
Famous Moosehead Lake 
Moo ehead Lake po ses es some of the most superb 
scenery of the northea t. Located in the we stern cen- 
tral part of the State 1,023 feet above ea level, ur- 
rounded by plendid spruce and fir bal am forest , it ha 
become uni er ally recognized as a health resort, and 
famou for its unexcelled trout and salmon fishing in 
the lake, in Moo e River the outlet of Bra ua Lake and 
in other streams emptying into and leading from Moo e- 
(Oontir14'ed on Paoe 141) 
MAYNARD'S CAMPS 
ROCKWOOD, l\lAINE 
Established 1919 Rated One of Maine's Best 
Address: \VALTER H. MAYNARD, Proprietor, 
Rockwood, Maine 
They're on the Famous Moose River, 3 miles from Mt. Kineo. Salmon up to 10 lbs. 
Trout up to 5 lbs. Bath in every camp, electric lights, Simmons beds, good food, spring 
water, fresh vegetables and our own milk and cream. Main dining-room, lounge, open 
fire, library, radio, motion pictures, games, etc. By auto, leave Quebec Highway at 
Jackman, taking Route 195, or take new State Road from Greenville to Rockwood, 20 
miles to camp. By train, Bangor and Aroostook Railroad to Greenville Jct., thence by 
steamer to Rockwood. Our camp folder sent on request. Rates, $4.00 to $5.00 per day, 
American Plan. Telephone: Rockwood 26. 
BILL BARLEY'S CAMPS 
ON SEBEC LAKE 
One o! the best salmon and bass lakes in Maine. 
Excellent fly fishing in May, June and September. 
Nearby trout ponds, streams and 
brooks. Good hunting i the Fall. 
Main house with central dining 
room, 14 camps with open fires, 
running water. Hiking, tennis, 
swimming. Boats and canoes. Rea- 
sonable rates. Booklet. 
BILL EARLEY P. 0. GUILFORD, ME. 
THE BIRCHES 
On l\lOOSEHEAD LAKE 
Reached by Rockwood- 
Jackman Hi nvay, R. 195 
or Greenville- Rockwood, 
R. 15 
Everything that can be de- 
sired in new Log Camps, 
with every modern con- 
venlence, All the comforts 
ot home on Mooseheud Lake. 
l\f o s t picturesque shore. 
Positively not any files of any kind at any time. The best ot tr?ut 
and salmon fishing. Boating and bathing. Plenty of woodsy trails. 
Open !\fay 1 to Oct. 15. Rates 4.50-$6.00. Special rates to parties 
and !amill<>s. Write tor booklet. O. R. FAHEY 
MOOSEHEAD COFFEE HOUSE 
ON 1\100 EHEAD LAIIB IDGHLANDS 
Direct route to Ripogenus Dam. Eleven overnight cabins and 
log cottage with modern convenience . Fishinr. and hunting. 
Open l\lay 1 
EDITII 1\1. BARNET Greenville, l\laine 
LONG POND CAMPS KATAHDIN IBON WORI{ , l\lE. 
In a pine and spruce grove, located 1800 feet above sea level 
on Ohn irback !\fountain 
10 cozy log cabins, built close to the shore of a beautiful pond. 
Exe llent trout and salmon fi hing. Home cooking, fine table. 
Telephona connections via Brownville, Me. Booklet. 
RAI,PII E. TORK, Prop. 
The SamOset 
Rockland Breakwater, Me. 
Opens June 15 
Closes Sept. 5 
Finest Resort Hotel on 
the Atlantic Coast. 
Reasonable 
Rates at 
Both 
Hotels 
Moosehead 
Lake 
Kineo, Me. 
Opens June 29 
Closes Sept. 5 
J. W. GREENE 
Managing Director 
222 St. John St. 
Portland, ltle. 
Booklet 
-c=. -- 
THE 
SAM 0 SET 
Bill Earley's Housekeeping Cottages 
Three large cottages to rent by the month or season on 
Sebec Lake, 12 miles from Guilford. Excellent salmon and 
bass fishing. For further information write 
BILL EARLEY R. F. D. No. 3, Guilford, l\Iaine 
BIG HOUSTON CAMPS 
A log cabin colony on a beautiful lake in the Maine wood . Deli- 
cious food. Cabins with open fires. Fishing and hunting. uitable 
for men or women, young or old. Remote, yet easy to reach. 
Appalachian Trail along nearby mountain summit . Rate $21 a 
week. Booklet. Write or telephone-- 
W. L. ARNOLD KATAHDIN mox WORKS, ~IATh"'E 
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head north and south of Kineo. It is reached from the 
south over hard surface highways through Dover-Fox- 
croft, Guilford and Greenville to Rockwood. 
Augusta-,, The Capital City 
The capital city of Augusta has attractions in itself 
through its fine country club, for golf and tennis, and 
it is close by the many lakes of the Kennebec section. 
Fort Western on the east bank of the Kennebec river 
in Augusta is a museum of early day history of Maine 
and Arnold's march to Quebec. 
M<une's state house is one of the most beautiful in 
the country. The corner stone was laid in 1829. 
It is built of Hallowell granite and its graceful tower 
is recognized as designed by Charles Bullfinch. The 
female figure which surmounts the tower was designed 
by W. Clark Noble of Gardiner. 
Waterville and China 
The City of Waterville is twenty miles north, a de- 
lightful elm-shaded city of business activity, the seat of 
Colby College and a gateway to the Belgrade Lakes 
region and northern and eastern central Maine. 
China Lake, one of the best bass fishing waters in 
Maine, is reached from Augusta or Waterville over State 
highways. It is the water supply for the City of Water- 
ville, so there are no hotels of size and it is quite dis- 
tinctively a cottage colony region. 
A few miles east of Waterville is Unity Lake in the 
town of Burnham offering good bass, perch and pickerel 
fishing, bathing, boating r nd nearby golf clubs. 
Maine's Fishing Waters 
To list the fishing waters in the north Maine woods 
country would mean an endless catalogue. There are 
numerous lakes and streams, dozens of fine basins fa- 
mous for fishing, and farther north in western and 
northern Aroostook County are waters that have come 
rapidly into prominence. All these waters offer excep- 
tionally fine sport and the salmon and trout taken from 
these waters are unsurpassed for size and gaminess. 
KIDNEY POND CAMPS 
IN THE MOUNT 
KATAHDIN REGION 
Camps are at the begin- 
ning of "Hunt Trail," 
the easiest ascent to 
the top of Katahdin. 
F'Iy fishing for trout 
and salmon in 20 near- 
by lakes and streams 
throughout the season. 
Bradeen & Bradeen 
Mt. KatahcUn from Kid>neJI Pond Campa Greenville Maine 
Nearby mountains are Double Top 0. J. I. and Roosevelt 
Easy trails tor hiking with beautiful vistas 
Fraser's Inlet Camps 
IN AROOSTOOK COUNTY 
FISH WHERE 
THE FISH ARE 
Most Northern Camps in the 
United States 
SQUARE LAKE, Guerette, l\Iaine 
Log Cabins have private baths, are 
well ventilated. Spring water, fresh 
vegetables, fruit, crenm and meats. 
Telephone - Daily Mail 
Send for booklet 
CAMP ROOSEVELT 
Near Where "T. R." Camped and Fished 
PLEASANT LAKE ISLAND FALLS, MAINE 
Good Summer Fishing, Mt. Climbing, Tennis, 
Swimming, Canoeing, Yachting, Camp Garden 
Write for Booklet 
F. J. McAullffe 
215 North Ave., 
Wakefield, 1Ua11s. 
~lrs. Agnes Philp 
75 Prospect Place 
Rutherford, N. J. 
Clifford's Rainbow Lake Camps 
ON APPALACHIAN TRAIL NEAR MT. KATAHDIN 
Modern log camps, bathing beach, outlying and forestry camps. 
No hay fever. Plenty of TROUT and SALMON. Good hunting. 
Booklet 
Fl{ED CLIFFORD KOKADJO, MAINE 
FARMS FOR VACATION BOARD 
is the name of a circular we have issued giving just that Informa- 
tion tor thosa who want an inexpensive place tor a vacation and 
where the children can ride on a hay rack, feed the chickens, 1ee ~e cows being m.llked and enjoy all the pleasures of a summer 
m the country. A copy will be gladly sent you. 
Maine Publicity Bureau Longfellow Square Portland, l\laine ( Oon&uea on Page 1~8) 
In writin&' te adverilaen, pleeee mention "Maine lnTl.t. You" 
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B£AR/ 0££R/ WILDCAT 
HunT1nG 
~HOR£ and BRUSH SHOOTlnG 
European Plan One of Maine's finest hotels, 
preserving for over 50 years 
New England's best traditions 
in hospitality. 
In the vacation center of 
Maine. Close to best all sea- 
son fishing in Maine, including 
black bass, salmon and trout, 
boys' and girls' camps, fine golf 
courses and country clubs. 
Modern, comfortable rooms- 
all with bath or running water. 
Lawrence B. Hill, Manager Popular Pri 
UANGOR, 
.UAI E 
"'rhe Heurt 
of the City" 
'l'RY OUR 
GRILL 
I•'or that 
"Hungry 
l<'eeling" 
Euro1>enn 
Pinn 
Excellent 
He:~~::~ble Ii 
Hntf"!il 
The BANGOR HOUSE 
BANGOR, MAINE 
- - = 
= 
at the gateway of Northern and Eastern Maine 
offers old fashioned hospitality, fine meals and com- 
fortable accommodations to tourists. Headquarters 
for fishing the Bangor Salmon Pool. 
men ion "~lain Invite You" 
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0 he flugusta 15ouse 
The Most Homelike Hotel 
in Maine 
185 miles from Boston, on Route I 00 and 20 I 
European plan 
Completely equipped with Grinnell Sprinkler System 
Guest privileges at Augusta Country Club 
AUGUSTA HOTEL CO. F. C. GATES, Mgr. 
U
COLE'S DINING ROOM AND CABINS~ 
On the 'hore of China Lake on Route !) Between 
Augusta, and Bangor 
'ri~·ate bath with hot and cold water in each cabin. Excellent 
shl ng. Boats free to gue ts. A nice place to eat a meal, stay 
vernicht or stny a month. 
v. II. COLE CHINA J,AJ\:E CHINA, l\ILUNE 
Weber Pond 
China Lake 
Pleasant Point Cottages 
Furutxlu-d cottages to rvn t-e-n ll 11101! .. rn convenienco · 
1;'\C'PllPnt .·mall mouth Ba. , 'almon, Perch n nd Pickerel Fishing 
.\)so hon rd 111111 room tit Hussey ' . Good food. Guide furnished. 
~l~A. ~F· _IHSSEY EA T VASSALllOIW, l\lE. 
ROY AL PINE CAMPS 
BURNHAM, MAINE 
A camp of the high- 
est class, located on 
Unity Lake, forty miles 
north of Augusta, the 
Capital of the State. 
EXCELLENT b a s s , 
pickerel and perch 
and salmon. 'h mile to fish in a; also fair trout 
golf ~curse. 
Individual cabins have complete bath, stone fire- 
place and complete furnishings throughout. Un- 
usually aHractive MAIN 
LODGE and DINING 
ROOM, where we aim to 
satisfy you both in service 
and delicious food. Book- 
let on request. 
MR. and MRS. J. E. HERSOM, Props. 
HA.s 
2500 
SK\l 
BLUE 
WATER 
LAKES 
Boston1s Hotel of Distinction 
IN BOSTON 
]£e Coffe7 - (/Jfal", 
of course 
WHEN business or friendship calls you to Boston, 
make the Copley-Plaza your address. Situated in 
historic Copley Square, facing its lovely gardens, and 
flanked by the world-renowned Trinity Church and the 
equally famous Boston Public Library, the Copley- 
Plaza provides a hotel setting as distinguished as any 
in the world. There are quiet and beauty here, a 
sense of security and well-being-a certain indescrib- 
able linking with New England's rarest traditions. The 
yammer and confusion so often associated with the 
average commercial hotel are thankfully missing, yet 
you are but a few steps from the business and theatre 
districts. One doesn't stop at the Copley-Plaza in 
Boston-one lives there. 
Rooms $4 and up 
Arthur L. Race, managing director 
(Continued from Page 1•1) 
Katahdin Iron Works is the gateway to vast country 
of lakes and streams abounding in trout and in moose, 
deer, hear and other wild life. Iron was once mined 
here and buckboard route extends to Big Houston and 
other lake centers. Such waters as West and East Chair- 
back, Pleasant River and Gulf Hagar yield abundantly 
of square-tail trout which rise to the fly all through the 
summer months. 
A gateway for climbing Mount Katahdin is the new 
highway opened in 1934 from Millinocket branching . Cf 
to Windy Pitch, continuing on through the Katah<lin 
country, following the waters of the West Branch in 
sight of the mountain and joining the older highway 
from Greenville via Ripogenus Dam to Sourdnahunk 
Stream so that the circuit trip can now be made. Amonz 
the hundreds of northern lakes in Maine, none offer 
finer salmon fishing than do Square and Eagle Lakes 
in Northern Aroostook County and nowhere do the fish 
run larger. 
One of the big advantages of these cold north-Maine 
waters is that there is good fly-fishing practically 
throughout the summer. 
A vast hunting and fishing wilderness territory is 
reached from Ashland, particularly that section along 
the upper Machias River waters. 
North of Dover-Foxcroft is Sebec Lake, which is 
twelve miles long and one of the best salmon and ha s 
lakes in Maine. There is a good golf course at Guilford 
only twelve miles away and at the lake is ample oppor- 
tunity for bathing, boating, canoeing and other water 
sports. Good highways for scenic trips extend to Moose- 
head and in many directions. 
Maine moose always noted for their ize and pread 
of antlers are now protected by law, but Maine continue 
its supremacy for fine deer and hear hunting. 
You Are Invited to Write Us 
We have touched only th high pot of the everal 
place repre ented in thi publication. Detailed infor- 
mation on any que tion i available from the hotel , 
camps, farms and other adverti ed herein and al o will 
be gladly sent by the Maine Publicity Bureau, Portland, 
Maine. 
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(Photo by Myron H. Avery, North Lubec, Maine) 
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'Way up in 
the Maine 
Woods 
FISHING 
CANOEING 
CAMPING 
In the Shade of Mt. Katahdin 
In virgin country, as comfortable or as 
rigorous as you care to make it 
The FISHING is the "qernies+" 
imaginable; the guides know every 
inch of the waters. 
The CANOEING is the best 
there is. The Allagash 200-mile 
trip is perfect-shorter distances 
if you prefer it. 
The CAMPING. This is up to 
you. You can secure a hotel, a 
camp, a tent, or a lean-to. Ladies, 
too, may enjoy every convenience. 
Get the 1935 book, "In the Maine 
Woods," that tells you all about it. 
Sent to any address upon receipt of 
I 0 cents 
Bangor and Aroostook 
Railroad Company 
General Passenger Department 
600 GRAHAM BUILDING 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Nr!'N•••••.-.-.-.-N.-.-.-~ ~;:f.~ .... N_._._._.~ 
MAINE PUBLICITY BUREAU 
PUBLISHES THIS BOOKLET 
AND INVITES YOU 
To use its specialized service in planning your vacation 
Travelers' Reception Room, Longfellow Square, Portland, Maine 
YOUK VILLAGE BRANCH Il.\ii~,?g~r n1::;!:~u FU YEIH no BUA rcu 
Official Vacation Service of every nature is at your command. Bring your vacation and touring problems 
to us and let us help you solve them. Each advertiser in this booklet is a subscribing member of the Maine 
Publicity Bureau and is interested to give your request special consideration. 
MAINE PUBLICITY BUREAU Longfellow Square PORTLAND, MAINE 
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STATE°FMAINE PUBLICITY BUREAU 
Welcome Summer Visitor: 
We are immensely pleased that you are considering Maine for 
your vacation - a state that offers every opportunity fo~ enjoyment 
at a cost suprisingly reasonable. You will find much condensed 
information in the booklets we are pleased to send you, suggestive 
of the varied charm and natural beauty of the vast recreational 
State of ~aine. 
Perhaps we can be of greatest assistance to you by finding for 
you the place to spend your vacation here in Maine that will please 
you best at the price you want to pay. Is it a luxurious hotel, a 
moderate priced hotel, a camp in the big woods, a cottase by the sea 
or inland lake, a quiet farmhouse, an overnight camp or private 
house that is your preference - tell us which it is that we may make 
further suggestions of interest. 
Our tourist visitors constantly express surprise that so satis- 
factory a vacation can be enjoyed in Maine at such a moderate cost. 
Prices have been adjusted to meet existing economic conditions. It 
costs very little more than to stay at home -- you can make it cost 
what you wish -- depending on whether you want to keep "on the go" 
or just laze around and enjoy doing so. 
If you plan to come by motor you will want road information - if 
by train, boat, bus or air we will suggest the best service from your 
city, although your local transportation agents are always glad to 
aid in this respect. If you have any questions to ask, please do 
not hesitate to write us. We have nothing to sell -- our service is 
free -- its whole purpose is to help you to have the most enjoyment 
possible from your Maine vacation. 
It is a pleasure to write to you, but it would be a greater 
pleasure to greet you in Maine. Here genuine New England Hospitality 
awaits you. You will be among friends and made to feel at home. 
Won't you please use enclosed card to tell us what further information 
we can send you and call at our office in Longfellow Square when 
you come to Portland. 
Cordially yours, 
Harrie B. Coe, Manager 
State of Maine Publicity Bureau 
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